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FROM THE EDITOR

I 
once read (on the pages of this very publication, many years 
before I became its editor) an article by Judge Owen Rogers, then 

Rogers SC, about why we should do away with the institution of silk. 
It was so well argued that, by the end, I was utterly and 

completely convinced that silk should go. Yet I also knew, utterly 
and completely, that if I were ever to come to bar, I would really, 
really want silk. 

I have thought about this a few times over the years, mostly because every 
time Rogers J has come before the Judicial Service Commission, he has been 
grilled, sometimes unfairly and a bit aggressively, about his views on this score 
– invariably by one or other of the silks sitting on the commission at the time. 
In the face of Rogers’ devastating logic, I saw a tendency on the part of some 
esteemed senior counsel to get a bit grumpy. 

For me, it is of course a hypothetical dilemma. But my conclusion is that, 
sometimes, the things we want are not always rational. It’s just a really, very 
lovely thing to be honoured by your peers – by those who know your work and 
your personal qualities intimately. What could be nicer than the people whose 
work you admire and rate the most, admiring and rating you back? 

The chairman’s contribution in this edition looks at the institution of silk. With 
the Legal Practice Act, the way silk is conferred could be changing. Having 
reported this profession as a journalist for many years, I know there are concerns 
about how silk is awarded. Some are very valid, I think. But I hope that, when 
the “engagement” between the GCB and LPC is done, what will remain is a 
system that addresses these criticisms but also keeps the peer review aspect 
of the conferral of silk. Because my suspicion is that, without that part, it won’t 
mean as much to the people who get it. 

The Legal Practice Act and the continued importance of the Bar form the 
subject of the speech given by retired President of the Supreme Court of Appeal, 
Lex Mpati, who was this year’s recipient of the GCB’s Sydney and Felicia 
Kentridge Award. His speech is a thoughtful and thought-provoking look at why 
the bar matters – not just for its members but for the administration of justice in 
South Africa. 

We have also published the speech given by Patric Mtshaulana SC when he 
was honoured by the Johannesburg Bar at its annual bar dinner. He has also 
been given honorary membership and, when one reads his speech, one sees 
why he is so admired, loved even, by so many of his colleagues. In particular, 
he addresses those frustrated with the pace of transformation at the bar, giving 
hope and encouragement.

We also have a really fascinating interview with another of my favourites, 
Johannesburg Deputy Judge President Phineas Mojapelo. 

So – not by design but still happily – this edition pays tribute to some of our 
best elders. 

Speaking of which, we have lost to retirement a member of our editorial 
committee, Johan Brand SC. We wish him all the best in his retirement. And, 
from me, a special thank you for his very warm support when I was appointed 
editor. A

The editor contributes to Advocate as an autonomous author. The views she expresses 
are entirely her own, and do not purport to represent any view or position of Advocate or 
of the GCB.
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THE FUTURE OF SILK

Craig Watt-Pringle SC, chair, General Council of the Bar of South Africa Re
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Until a few years before 
I joined the bar in 

1987, silks were bound by 
a number of rules which 
arguably served as a proxy 
for the silk selection process 
that we have today. One was 
that as a rule silks were not 
permitted to appear without 
juniors. Another was that 
juniors almost invariably 
charged a fee equivalent to 
two thirds of the silk’s fee. I 
use the terms “fee” and not 
“rate” advisedly. Fees were 
not generally calculated by 
multiplying hours spent by 
counsel’s rate per hour, save in respect of consultations. 

For example, after settling particulars of claim, the silk and 
junior would agree on a fee considered appropriate to the task, 
taking various criteria into account. 

One of the implications of these rules was that a senior junior 
who contemplated applying for taking silk had to be confident 
that he (almost invariably a “he” in those days) could command 
the higher fees that silks charge, plus the additional cost of a 
junior, thus in effect adding 66% to his fee, which was paid to the 
junior. A high degree of confidence in one’s ability to command 
both higher fees and the cost of a junior was required, because if 
he took silk and then discovered that he was unable to sustain a 
silk’s practice, it was tantamount to professional suicide.

Consequently, members 
thought long and hard before 
applying for silk and only did 
so after consulting trusted 
colleagues and possibly one or 
two of their regular briefing 
attorneys, in order to gauge 
whether they were viewed 
as “ready” for senior status. 
Sounding out attorneys 
would have been both 
difficult and often unreliable. 
Directly asking an attorney 
whether he (yes, usually “he” 
at the time) would still brief 
you, with a junior, if you took 
silk, would amount to touting 

and so the issue would have to be raised tangentially. Letting 
some attorneys know that you were “thinking” of applying for 
silk would usually have elicited a response of some kind, but not 
invariably a sincere reaction. The trick was to read the reaction 
accurately.

The compulsory junior and two thirds rules provided a 
natural filter to keep chancers from applying for silk. Those who 
were not silk material would usually not apply, for fear of failure. 
Some miscalculated and paid a severe price. As an articled clerk 
(candidate attorney) I was told of a senior attorney who was said 
to have been a former member of the bar with a thriving senior 
junior practice, until he took silk. He had to leave the bar to 
make a living.
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The future of silk

A former chairman of the Johannesburg Bar tells me that 
when this bar was still housed in a single building in downtown 
Johannesburg, applications for silk were made to the chairman 
of the Bar Council. The applicant would put forward the names 
of senior members willing to speak to his candidature and the 
chairman would consult these members, who may or may not 
actually support the candidate, whatever the candidate may 
have been led to believe! The chairman would then consult the 
bar council before making a decision.

In those years the process was informal. The bar was much 
smaller than it is today. Members regularly congregated over 
tea and lunch in the bar common room. (The “common room” 
was actual and not virtual, as it is today!) The common room 
was a great source of gossip. If a colleague had done particularly 
well in court, this would be discussed in the common room. 
Another who may have been found wanting by an irate judge, 
would also become a topic of conversation in the common room. 
Members who engaged in “sharp” or unethical practice had 
nowhere to hide. The gossip mill ensured that their indiscretions 
became generally known. This “common knowledge” of the 
professional reputation of a member would play a role in how he 
was perceived when applying for silk.

As can be seen, selection for silk was based on peer review. 
Informal it may have been, but it was largely effective. 

The significant growth of the bars has resulted in the larger 
bars in particular having to adopt formal, detailed procedures 
for the silk selection process. It remains an open question as to 
whether the process is as reliable as it was when even the largest 
bar was small and intimate. 

Another feature of the silk selection process of that earlier 
time, which remained well after I joined the bar and until about 
two decades or so ago, was that members who were highly 
specialised could not get silk. That has changed to such a degree 
that now, one of the weightier reasons for selecting a member 
may be that she is an acknowledged specialist in her field. 

If I may be forgiven for confining myself to the Johannesburg 
Bar’s silk selection process (for it is the only one of which I have 
extensive personal experience) the current process is both formal 
and rigorous. In summary, members make written application to 
the silks committee, once per year, by a specified date. The silks 
committee consists of the four senior counsel members of the bar 
council nominated by Advocates for Transformation (AFT) and 
the other four silks (who may include AFT members) elected by 
the members of the bar.

Lengthy applications which disclose prescribed topics of 
information are made available for inspection by all members of 
the bar. 

The chairperson of the bar council also chairs the silks 

“If a colleague had done particularly well 
in court, this would be discussed in the 
common room. Another who may have 
been found wanting by an irate judge, 
would also become a topic of  
conversation.”
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committee. The chairperson requests the deputy judge 
president of the High Court in Johannesburg to obtain the 
views of the judges in that division on each candidate. That 
information is fed back to the silks committee.

Johannesburg has a system of “groups” of advocates who 
choose to share chambers. They vary in size from as few as 
15 members to as many as 120 or more. Each group leader is 
required to convene a meeting of the juniors in the group in 
order to garner opinions on whether each of the applicants is a 
candidate for the conferral of silk. Armed with this information, 
the group leader has to convene a meeting of the silks in the 
group and obtain their views. 

Group leaders are then required to attend an interview 
with the silks committee at which the group’s opinion of each 
candidate is discussed.

Each applicant for silk attends an interview with the silks 
committee. Any perceived weaknesses in the application, or 
negative perceptions of those who have commented on the 
applicant, are discussed with the applicant. Criteria which 
play a material role include the applicant’s contribution to 
transformation and service to the bar. A litmus test is whether 
the applicant is a person whom the bar should sponsor as one 
of its leaders. Mentorship of junior members, both formal and 
informal, is essential to this assessment.

After these interviews, the silks committee then discusses 
each candidate and decides on the list of nominees in that 
year. That list is published and sent to the Judge President, 
who usually endorses it and sends it on to the Minister and he 
in turn sends it to the President, who in due course signs and 
issues letters patent. This is how silk is conferred.

The Johannesburg Bar usually receives between 35 and 40 
applications each year. The silks committee devotes at least four 
to five full days to the process, including the time taken to read 
through the applications. It usually nominates between nine 
and 12 applicants for silk. The ratio between silks and juniors 
countrywide is about 17%. 

Despite the Johannesburg Bar’s formal articulation in its 
silk selection process of the characteristics that commend an 
applicant for silk, the assessment is based in significant part 
on intangible criteria. This in my view is both inevitable and 
desirable, if the objective is to select members perceived by 
their peers to be recognised as leaders of sufficient ability and 
integrity to be formally recognised and elevated to the ranks of 
senior counsel. It is only one’s peers who are capable of making 
this assessment.

Any selection process is fallible, but the broad consultation 
process described above, with every member of the bar, 
through the group leaders, provides a very good picture of how 
each candidate is widely viewed and this minimises the scope 
for sharply subjective selections. In short, there would need 
to be cogent reasons to exclude an applicant widely perceived 
to be silk material and it was in my time considered virtually 
impossible to nominate an applicant who had little support 
from the groups.

Despite this, opinions as to who ought to have been 
nominated differ widely, the debate usually centred on a few 
individuals. This is inevitable. The process is not a perfect science.

This notwithstanding, the ultimate success of the institution 
of silk depends on how it is regarded by the broader legal 

profession and the public. Companies, organs of state, ministers 
and individual litigants seek the opinions of “senior counsel” and 
engage them to fight their most important cases in court. They 
are frequently appointed as arbitrators and mediators and the 
senior bar is still the most fertile breeding ground for the bench. 

If the selection process lacks integrity, the institution of 
silk will lose its integrity and with that, its entire purpose. 
Which leads me to the reason for selecting this topic for my 
contribution to this edition of Advocate.

The SCA judgement in General Council of the Bar v 
Mansingh 2013 (3) SA 294 (SCA) dealt comprehensively 
with the historical development and legal foundation for the 
institution of silk. The awarding of silk is solely the prerogative 
of the President, in terms of the power granted to the President 
to confer honours, pursuant to Section 84 of the Constitution.1 
The President is however reliant on credible nominations for 
the conferment of the honour. 

The SCA in Mansingh concluded, at paragraph [34] that 
“the power to confer honours, bestowed upon the President by s 84(2)
(k), includes the authority to confer the status of senior counsel on 
practising advocates.”

As a matter of long-standing practice, the bars have selected 
nominees in terms of a process devised by each of the bars 
respectively, but in contemporary times, always involving a 
comprehensive peer review process and the President has 
accepted nominations from the constituent bars. (The President 
has also accepted nominations from the National Prosecuting 
Authority (NPA), in relation to State Advocates.)

Under section 114 (4) of the Legal Practice Act (LPA) the 
status of existing senior counsel has been preserved. It states:

“(4) Every person who, on the date referred to in section 120 (4), has the 
status of senior counsel retains that status after the commencement 
of this Act.”

Under section 118 (d) of the LPA, subject to the provisions of 
the LPA, a reference in any other law to “senior counsel”, must 
be construed as a reference to the status of senior counsel as it 
existed prior to the commencement of this Act.

Paragraph 8.2 of the Code of Conduct published on 29 March 
2019 provides in relevant part:

“8 Specialisation and expertise
Legal practitioners may, on the basis of specialised qualifications or 
experience-

8.1 …
8.2 be accorded senior counsel or senior attorney status in 
accordance with criteria and procedures prescribed by the Council.”

The future of silk

“Criteria which play a material role 
include the applicant’s contribution to 
transformation and service to the bar. A 
litmus test is whether the applicant is a 
person whom the bar should sponsor as 
one of its leaders. Mentorship of junior 
members, both formal and informal, is 
essential to this assessment.”
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The Code of Conduct is promulgated in terms of section 36 (1) of 
the LPA. 

The Code of Conduct is defined in relevant part in section 1 
of the LPA as a “written code setting out rules and standards relating 
to ethics, conduct and practice for legal practitioners and its enforcement 
through the Council and its structures” and section 36 (1) and (2) 
provide:

“(1) The Council must develop a code of conduct that applies to all legal 
practitioners and all candidate legal practitioners and may review 
and amend such code of conduct.

(2) The code of conduct serves as the prevailing standard of conduct, 
which legal practitioners, candidate legal practitioners and juristic 
entities must adhere to, and failure to do so constitutes misconduct.”

Guidelines for the nomination process in relation to the conferral 
of silk do not comfortably fall under the rubric of permissible 
standards of conduct of practitioners, which is what the LPC 
is entitled to regulate. Furthermore, insofar as paragraph 8.2 
may be intended to confer exclusive competence on the LPC to 
recommend the conferral of silk on practicing advocates, (which 
is not necessarily the correct reading of paragraph 8.2) this cannot 
be enforced on the basis that it is a measure aimed at regulating 
professional standards of conduct of advocates. Nor would any 
such reading be in harmony with the law settled in the Mansingh 
judgment in the SCA, referred to above, since it remains the 
President’s prerogative to accept nominations from whomsoever 
he considers suitable.

As at the time of writing, the LPC is in the process of drawing 
up criteria and procedures for the selection of advocates for 
the conferral of silk and of attorneys for the conferral of senior 
attorney status.

The GCB has engaged with the LPC pointing out that 
paragraph 8.2 of the Code of Conduct is ultra vires and in conflict 
with the judgment in Mansingh. The GCB has also offered to 
cooperate with the LPC in finding a solution that preserves 

the essence of the silk selection as a peer review process. It is 
understood that before any draft guidelines are finalised, the GCB 
and bars will be given the opportunity to comment.

The GCB’s concern is that the process, whatever form it takes, 
ought to be based on peer review and that senior counsel should 
be nominated by a committee of their peers, based on wider 
consultation in their branch of the profession.

The silk selection process has experienced its fair share of 
challenges, particularly in seeking to overcome the legacy of a 
predominantly white and male senior corps. However, gender 
parity is far closer at junior levels and only 30% of juniors under 
five years’ seniority are white. Of the juniors of over five years 
seniority, less than 50% are white and male, but whites including 
women make up approximately 66% of that seniority group. The 
fact is that race and gender representivity in the ranks of senior 
counsel will only reach acceptable proportions when the ranks of 
the senior junior bar are swelled by women and black members. 
I mention this issue because it is central to any discussion about 
silk selection, but the solution to those challenges is a topic for 
another contribution. 

The institution of silk is only worth preserving if it maintains 
its integrity and continues to provide leaders to the bar of stature, 
ability and integrity. Whether it continues to achieve and to 
improve on the achievement of that objective depends in very 
large measure on the integrity of the selection process. A

Notes
1 Section 84 (2) (k) of the Constitution provides:

Powers and functions of President
 (1) The President has the powers entrusted by the Constitution and 

legislation, including those necessary to perform the functions of 
Head of State and head of the national executive.

 (2) The President is responsible for —
 . . .
 (k) conferring honours.

The future of silk

“The silk selection process has 
experienced its fair share of 
challenges, particularly in 
seeking to overcome the legacy 
of a predominantly white and 
male senior corps.“ H
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1. The General Council of the Bar (“the GCB”) notes with 
concern media reports of statements attributed to Mr Julius 
Malema in a public speech that he made at a Women’s Day 
event in the Northern Cape on 9 August 2019. 

2. News 24 reported (https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/
News/malema-hits-out-at-sas-old-and-traumatized-judges-
in-womens-day-speech-20190809) that during his speech, Mr 
Malema: 

• remarked that “[e]ducation must be free of charge so a 
girl child can be educated and become a confident judge 
tomorrow so we get rid of incompetent judges who are 
threatened by politicians that appear before them”; and

• said that the current stock of judges are “traumatised old 
people”. 

3. If correctly reported, it is significant that these statements 
were made only a matter of days after two judgments were 
handed down by women judges in matters where the 
Economic Freedom Fighters, of which Mr Malema is the 
leader, was an unsuccessful party. Whatever the immediate 
context of the reported statements as part of Mr Malema’s 
address, it is undeniable that they constituted references to 
those judges. 

4. The GCB, an association of fourteen Societies of Advocates 
across the country, respects the right to freedom of 
expression, including the right to criticise judicial decisions 
where justified. Members of the advocates’ profession have 
been at the forefront of numerous cases asserting such 
rights in our courts and elsewhere. However, the judiciary 
is one of the cornerstones of our democracy. Its dignity and 
independence are to be respected and will be defended by 
the GCB when it comes under unwarranted attack. 

5. The GCB supports, endorses and reiterates the statement 
issued by the Chief Justice on 8 July 2015 (available at https://
www.judiciary.org.za/index.php/news/press-statements/
statements-2015) in which he observed that although “judges 
like others should be susceptible to constructive criticism … 
the criticism should be fair and in good faith. Importantly 
the criticism should be specific and clear. General gratuitous 
criticism is unacceptable”. 

6. The GCB does not seek by means of this statement to debate 
the correctness or otherwise of the two judgments referred to 
above, or to attempt to stifle debate in that regard. 

7. We do, however, wish to express our concern that instead 
of offering a reasoned critique of the judgments, Mr 
Malema launched a veiled attack of a personal nature on 
the individual judges who delivered those judgments, 
by implication referring to them as being incompetent, 
lacking in appropriate confidence, independence, and being 
politically motivated. 

GCB MEDIA RELEASE
On personal attacks on judges by Mr Julius Malema on Women’s Day, 2019

16	August	2019

8. The process of judicial decision-making (as both of the 
judgments in question reflect) is one of rational and 
dispassionate application of established and developing 
rules of law in reasoned judgments, not of political choice, 
self-interest or naked preference. We do not contend that all 
judicial decisions are legally correct. Indeed, this is the reason 
why all judgments (including interim orders where this is in 
the interests of justice) are subject to appeal. 

9. In considering the appropriateness of Mr Malema’s 
statements, it is therefore relevant to bear in mind that, as a 
party to the judgments in question, the Economic Freedom 
Fighters have a right to seek to appeal them, which they 
have publicly said they will do. But in doing so, they will be 
required to advance valid grounds why the judgments are 
legally incorrect. 

10. We point out that with very few exceptions which are not 
relevant to this issue, all currently serving, permanently 
appointed judges have been appointed pursuant to a 
rigorous, transparent process conducted by the Judicial 
Service Commission (JSC), a constitutional body on which Mr 
Malema serves. 

11. It is unfortunate and to be deprecated that Mr Malema’s 
inappropriate criticisms, which were directed not at the 
correctness of the judgments, but at the perceived personal 
characteristics of the judges who delivered them, evidently 
seek to instill fear in the judiciary by making unfounded 
allegations of favour and prejudice. Attacks of this nature 
undermine the independence of the judiciary, which is not 
only the very value that Mr Malema purports to rely upon, 
but one from which he and the Economic Freedom Fighters 
have themselves benefited on a number of occasions over the 
years. A

Craig Watt-Pringle SC 
Chairperson 
General Council of the Bar of South Africa

“Instead of offering a reasoned critique 
of the judgments, Mr Malema launched 
a veiled attack of a personal nature on 
the individual judges who delivered those 
judgments, by implication referring to 
them as being incompetent, lacking in 
appropriate confidence, independence, and 
being politically motivated.”
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The Sydney and Felicia Kentridge award is presented annually 
to a person or institution in recognition of dedication and 

excellence in service to law in Southern Africa.
Judge Mpati’s nomination for the award was unanimous, for 

reasons that are not hard to fathom. 
The term nominative determinative applies to Justice Lex 

Mpati. For those who obtained their LLB’s after Latin ceased to 
be a requirement, Lex means law.

In South Africa there was once a Judge Law, who probably 
felt that he had little choice but to devote his life to the law, 
and perhaps this explains Lex Mpati’s story-book rise from his 
humble beginnings as a petrol attendant and once bartender and 
salesman in Grahamstown to President of the Supreme Court of 
Appeal.

The story of Lex Mpati is both inspirational and aspirational.
He was born in Durban and raised on a farm in Fort Beaufort 

in the Eastern Cape where he attended school. One of Judge 
Mpati’s earliest encounters with the law was from the other 
side of the bench when as a teenager he decided to earn some 
extra money over the December holidays moonlighting as a taxi 
driver using his grandfather’s car. He was arrested for illegally 
operating a taxi in 1968. Not willing to pay the admission of guilt 
fine he opted to defend himself in court. He managed deftly to 
argue his was out of a conviction.

While still a petrol attendant he would sit in the Magistrate’s 

Court in his spare time where he agonized over the fact that 
many accused were found guilty and would be sent to prison 
as a result of their inability adequately to defend themselves 
because their lack of education did not enable them to ask the 
right questions of witnesses. The prevalence of injustice at the 
most basic level of the criminal justice system prompted Judge 
Mpati to study law.

He obtained his law degree from Rhodes University in 
1979, having been awarded a scholarship for his last two years 
of study. He clerked at a law firm in Grahamstown where he 
was admitted as an attorney in 1985. From 1989 until 1993 he 
practiced at the Grahamstown Bar until he joined the Legal 
Resources Centre as in-house counsel where he had the 
opportunity to become involved in human rights work. He 
was appointed as a judge in 1997 and received a permanent 
appointment to the Supreme Court of Appeal in 2000, becoming 
its Deputy President in 2003 and ultimately President of the 
Court in 2008.

Always humble about his own undoubted skill and prowess, 
he had to be prevailed upon by colleagues to apply for silk, and 
to make himself available for appointment to the bench. Once 
he assumed the presidency of the Supreme Court of Appeal, he 
strove with vigour to ensure the continued excellence of that 
bench, and made his views known during the hearings of the 
Judicial Service Commission.

T r i b u t e  t o

 Justice Lex Mpati

Sir Sydney Kentridge QC and  
Lady Felicia Kentridge General Bar 

Council of South Africa Award 2019
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Grahamstown has remained Judge Mapti’s home throughout 
his tenure on the bench. There he met and married his wife 
Mireille and they raised their four children, two of whom are 
lawyers.

In 2004 Rhodes University 
and in 2011 Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University conferred 
on him honorary Doctor of Laws 
degrees and in 2013 Judge Mpati 
was appointed as the Chancellor 
of Rhodes University.

Despite, or perhaps because of, 
his less than easy or conventional 
entry into the legal profession 
and judiciary, Justice Mpati has 
consistently taken time to assist 
others to make their way in the 
profession.

Throughout his tenure on the 
bench Judge Mpati has played an 
active part in legal education as a 
member of the Judicial Education 
Planning Committee, has been 
an external examiner at Rhodes 
University, and has for several 
years been Judge Moderator of 
the National Bar Examination, an 
unremunerated position. Archie 
Findlay SC, who has served with 
Judge Mpati on the National 
Bar Examination Board for over 
20 years extolls the praises of a jurist who has never shirked 
the many weighty responsibilities he has taken on, always 
devoting considerable time and attention to the evaluation and 
moderation of the National Bar Exam and to the assessment 
of pupils’ written and oral examinations. This task was often 
thankless. He has always been willing to take on extra work if 
a judge was unable to perform his or her duties at short notice, 
even though this constituted an additional load to his already 
onerous existing responsibilities.  

True to form he has continued to serve the NBEB with 
distinction and has taken on further responsibilities in that 
regard. As the pupil intake has continued to grow from year to 
year so too have the demands increased on the NBEB. 

Judge Mpati’s interests are not only academic in nature. He 
is known to have been a keen and talented rugby player as a 
founding member of the South Eastern Districts Rugby Union. 
He has also served on SARU and SARFU committees and on the 
legal committee of SANZAR, the governing body of rugby in 
South Africa, New Zealand, and Australia.

A former colleague of Judge Mpati, Izak Smuts SC, fondly 
reminisced about his unfailingly cool-headed approach to 
challenges (and, apparently, his lesser known skill as a diesel 
mechanic) recounting an episode when he and Judge Mpati 
were driving at night in a remote part of the Karoo on their way 
to defend an accused in a political prosecution when the car’s 
headlights appeared to fail. Upon inspecting under the bonnet 
Judge Mpati confidently proclaimed that the car’s alternator had 
broken loose of its mounting. They could not continue to drive 

in the dark, but Judge Mpati without hesitation flagged down a 
passing motorist then drove behind that car using its headlights 
to illuminate their way. I’m not sure of the isiXhosa expression 

for “Boer maak ‘n plan”, but this 
must surely be a good example.

During his time on the bench 
the jurisprudence of Judge Mpati 
demonstrated his commitment 
to justice and human rights 
that originally inspired him to 
study law. From requiring an 
accused to be informed of the 
right to have legal representation 
- including access to Legal Aid1 
- to obliging the prosecution 
timeously to bring to the attention 
of an accused that minimum 
sentencing guidelines could 
be applicable to the charge 
against him in order for him to 
appreciate the consequences 
thereof,2 his commitment to the 
law and human rights at the 
most fundamental level has been 
unswerving.

I was privileged to appear 
in the SCA on several occasions 
when Judge Mpati was presiding. 
I was never assured of success, 
but always of a courteous hearing 
and a thoughtful debate.

Following his retirement from the bench Judge Mpati was 
recently appointed by President Cyril Ramaphosa to lead the 
Commission of Inquiry into allegations of impropriety regarding 
the Public Investment Corporation.

The legal profession owes much to a person of the calibre 
and character of Judge Mpati, whose dedication to the law and 
commitment to legal education has served us with distinction and 
we think it fitting that such a tribute should come from the Bar.

His commitment to the profession has not gone unnoticed. 
Findlay SC recounts that when asking Judge Mpati on the 
occasion of his retirement what he would do now, his answer 
was, very simply, “I will still be around”. A

Craig Watt-Pringle SC 
Chairperson 
General Council of the Bar of South Africa

Notes
1 Hlantlalala v Dyantyi NO 1999 (2) SACR 541 (SCA).
2 S v Ndlovu 2003 (1) SACR 331 (SCA).
3 I wish to acknowledge Johannesburg Bar member, Desiree Lundström, for her 

assistance in researching and compiling this tribute.

Sources
https://nicspaull.com/2016/03/20/from-petrol-attendant-to-president-of-the-supreme-

court-of-appeals-sa-judge-lex-mpati/
https://www.sahistory.org.za/people/lex-mpati
https://www.fin24.com/Companies/Financial-Services/meet-the-judge-the-ex-reserve-

bank-boss-and-veteran-stock-broker-overseeing-the-pic-inquiry-20190122-3
http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2016/20160820_Mpati.html
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I am truly humbled and honoured to be counted among the 
recipients, deemed worthy of public recognition by the GCB, 

of the Sydney and Felicia Kentridge award, for dedication 
and excellence in service to the law in Southern Africa. I must 
confess, I was very surprised, and even shocked, when I 
received correspondence from the Chair of the GCB advising 
me of the GCB’s decision. I agonised for a while; not wanting 
to respond immediately, with a strong voice telling me: Don’t 
accept! I was thinking, at the time, of past recipients such as 
the late Pius Langa and Jules Browde, to mention but two, who 
had truly achieved excellence in the service of the law. What 
convinced me that I should accept the offer was the thought of 
a slap in the face for Sir Sydney Kentridge, who, I read from the 
Chairman’s letter, had supported my nomination. And, here I 
am! 

I did not know Sydney Kentridge well and never had the 
privilege of listening to him argue in court, even when he 
happened to come to Grahamstown, where I was based, in 
the mid-80s to argue for the release of a detainee, whose name 
I cannot now remember. I knew Felicia more closely, since 

she used to attend the annual general meetings of the Legal 
Resources Centre, of which she was a trustee and I an employee 
as in-house counsel. I am really honoured to be a recipient of 
this award. 

A little about myself for the benefit of those who did not 
Google me! 

Having been a member of both the attorneys’ profession and 
the Eastern Cape Bar in my past life, I wish to address you very 
briefly on a matter of mutual interest, namely: Whether there 
is still a place in our society for the Bar under the Legal Practice 
Act – given the changes brought about by the Act. My answer to 
this question is, of course, firmly in the affirmative. By the term 
“the Bar” I mean the traditional Bar: the organised advocates’ 
profession composed of the 11 or so constituent societies of 
practising advocates as represented by the GCB.1

The Legal Practice Act 2 of 2014, which came into effect on 
1 November 2018, significantly changes the landscape within 
which advocates practise. It supposedly abolishes the GCB.2 
And I am given to understand that the Bar is in a state of flux 
due to the promulgation of the LPA. But notwithstanding 

Address by 
Justice Lex 
Mpati
Retired President of the 
Supreme Court of Appeal

on the occasion of accepting the  
Sir Sydney Kentridge QC and  
Lady Felicia Kentridge General Bar 
Council of South Africa Award at the 
Annual General Meeting Gala Dinner  
at the Capital Hotel, Menlyn, Pretoria  
on 20 July 2019
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the promulgation of the LPA, there remains a need, in our 
constitutional democracy, for the continued existence of the 
Bar; this because of the Bar’s unique features and best traditions 
with which you are all but too familiar and, most importantly, 
because of the value of the Bar to our country’s administration 
of justice. The flagship publication of the Bar, Advocate and its 
forerunner Consultus, are replete with valuable contributions 
that remind us of the importance of the survival of the Bar to 
our society.3 

Without detracting from the importance of the establishment 
of the Pan African Bar Association of South Africa (PABASA), 
whose proclaimed objectives and planned transformative 
innovations are commendable (and which, by-the-way, I 
believe can coexist harmoniously with the traditional Bar),4 
the traditional Bar, as a guild, remains the longest standing 
organisation of practising advocates in our society. It has 
produced many outstanding lawyers, among whom it rightfully 
lays claim to Sir Sydney Kentridge QC,5 Bram Fischer QC6 
and Ismail Mahomed SC7 to mention but a few. And, in these 
transitional times, with the Bar’s advantage of age, comes: (a) 
the wisdom of experience in managing its affairs and facilitating 
the qualification and continued training of its members; (b) the 
credibility it inspires with the Bench, the attorneys’ profession 
and the public at large, maintained, as it is, by the Bar’s high 
ethical standards; and (c) the will to survive that has always 
driven the Bar to adapt with the times and transform to meet 
the needs of our society albeit a bit slowly at times. All three of 
these themes quite evidently pre-occupy the Bar from a reading 
of the past issues of its abovementioned journal.

The LPA’s self-proclaimed primary purpose is to provide a 
“legislative framework for the transformation and restructuring 
of the legal profession”.8 While it preserves the general9 and 
functional10 distinction between “advocates” and “attorneys”, 
it inter alia, introduces the possibility for advocates, upon 
obtaining a Fidelity Fund Certificate and keeping a trust 
account, to “take work off the street”11 – which hitherto had 
been the exclusive province of the attorneys profession. 
However this not only limits, for those advocates who elect 
to do so, the reach of the cab-rank-rule, which importantly 
safeguards access to quality justice for the public, but further 

denies the public, “(c)ertain obvious benefits”12 which would 
otherwise accrue to the client from the strict maintenance of 
the division of the advocates’ and attorneys’ professions. These 
“obvious benefits” include: 

(a)  the encouragement of counsel’s independence of thought 
and action, and candour and objectivity in advice, which get lost 
with tight proximity to a client and the client’s cause; and 
(b)  an effective, efficient and complementary pooling of skills 
and knowledge in which the client benefits by more than the 
mere sum of the parts in employing both an instructing attorney 
and advocate. 

The latter benefit, one must of course acknowledge, comes at a 
price to the public.13 But as Lord Bingham observed in his book, 
The Rule of Law, the affordable resolution of civil disputes is par-
ticularly elusive in common law jurisdictions like ours (as com-
pared with civil law countries like France and Germany) because 
of the much larger and more labour-intensive role played by 
lawyers in our adversarial system.14

Under the LPA, both the attorneys’ and advocates’ 
professions are now mandatorily regulated by the Legal 
Practice Council (LPC).15 This LPA- created body – composed 
of a total membership of 23 (only six of whom are practising 
advocates16) – controls the admissions and enrolment of all 
legal practitioners17 and it is quite importantly empowered to 
regulate the professional conduct of all legal practitioners in 
accordance with the requirements of both the LPA and the Code 
of Conduct.18 Consequently, in so far as the Bar is concerned, the 
Council (LPC) is a clear break with the self-regulation previously 
enjoyed by the Bar. This seems to me at odds with international 
best practice as enumerated thus in the Basic Principles on the 
role of lawyers, adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress 
on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 
Havana, Cuba, on 27 August to 7 September 1990:19

“Professional associations of lawyers
24. Lawyers shall be entitled to form and join self-governing 

professional associations to represent their interests, 
promote their continuing education and training and 
protect their professional integrity. The executive body 
of the professional associations shall be elected by its 

Address by Justice Lex Mpati

“Consequently, in so far 
as the Bar is concerned, 
the Legal Practice Council 
is a clear break with the 
self-regulation previously 
enjoyed by the Bar. This 
seems to me at odds with 
international best practice.”
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members and shall exercise its functions without external 
interference.”

Thus, to the Bar, the LPC may be said to be denying sovereign 
self-determination ironically in the name of democratising it, for 
this legislative intervention (that draws from three ministerial 
appointments, two from academia and one from the Legal 
Aid of South Africa) is done in the name of advancing and 
protecting the public interest.20

With the coming into effect of the LPA, we ought not to lose 
sight of the fact that advocates and attorneys are as much a part 
of the courts in which they practise as the judges who preside 
over them. Their overarching duty is to the court. Although they 
are not court employees and practise independently in private 
practice, they remain officers of the court. And to emphasise 
their duty to the administration of justice: it is with the court 
where practitioners’ ultimate disciplinary jurisdiction vests.21

With that said, let me conclude with a recap that ours 
is a constitutional democracy founded, inter alia, on the 
achievement of equality and the advancement of human 
rights,22 the supremacy of the Constitution and the rule of law,23 
and where “considerable power is reposed in the courts”.24 
There is thus no doubt that the Bar still performs a vital 
function in our legal system for, as David Pannick QC wrote 
in the concluding chapter of his book Advocates, “No modern 
society which values human rights could survive without 
professional advocates. No modern society which understands 
the central role of advocacy in the legal system would confine 
its practice…”.25 The Bar has never been afraid of reforms; 
it quite resiliently withstood the extension of the right of 
audience to the attorneys’ profession and will withstand the 
interventions of the LPA. A

Notes
1 Clause 3(a) of the Constitution of the General Council of The Bar of South Africa 

(July 2012), available online at http://www.sabar.co.za/GCB%20CONSTITU-
TION%20Amendments%202015%20v2.doc (accessed on 19 June 2019). 

2 Section 118(e) of the LPA. See also Craig Watt-Pringle SC “Quo Vadis? The GCB 
and the Legal Practice Council” Advocate (December 2018) at 3. 

3 For example, Max Labe SC “The ethics of the Bar” Consultus (1988) April vol 
1 no1 pp 42-43; I Semenya SC “GCB ad hoc committee on the Legal Practice 
Bill” Advocate (2013) August vol 26 no2 pp 5-8.

4  Pabasa is the first advocates’ association formed under the auspices of the LPA. 
It exists alongside the GCB and the independent Bar. See Franny Rabkin “New 
Act, new council, new Bar” Mail & Guardian (19 October 2018).

5 Chief Justice Author Chaskalson “A lifetime at the Bar: Kentridge at 85 – Tribute 
to Sydney Kentridge” Advocate (2008) April vol 21 no1 pp 3-4.

6 Geoff Budlender “Bram Fischer – The man and the lawyer” Consultus (1995) 
November vol 8 no2 pp 161-162.

7 Jeremy Gauntlett SC “We Remember ... The late Chief Justice Ismail Mahomed 
25 July 1931 - 17 June 2000” Advocate (2000) Second term vol 13 no2 pp 5-6.

8 Long title and section 3(a) of the LPA (my emphasis).
9 Section 1 of the LPA defines “advocate” as “a legal practitioner who is admitted 

and enrolled as such under this Act” and “attorney” likewise as “a legal practi-
tioner who is admitted and enrolled as such under this Act”.

10 In terms of section 34(2) of the LPA, the independence of the advocates profession 
preserved, and it is kept a referral profession, however, upon possessing a Fidelity 
Fund certificate advocates are enabled to “take work from the street”. See also 
the Code of Conduct for All Legal Practitioners, Candidate Legal Practitioners 
and Juristic Entities, GN 168, GG 42337 of 29 March 2019.

11 In terms of section 34(2) of the LPA, upon possessing a Fidelity Fund certificate 
advocates are enabled to “take work from the street”. Cf Society of Advocates 
of Natal v De Freitas and Another (Natal Law Society Intervening) 1997 (4) SA 
1134 (N) at 1140F.

12 Rösemann v General Council of the Bar of South Africa 2004 (1) SA 568 (SCA) 
para 30.

13 As was also acknowledged by Heher JA to be a “vexed question” in Rösemann 
(above) para 31.

14 Tom Bingham The Rule of Law (Penguin Books Ltd, London, 2010) at 89.
15 Section 4 of the LPA.
16 Section 7(1)(a) of the LPA.
17 Section 30(1)(a) and 24(2)(d) of the LPA.
18 Section 5(d) and (g) of the LPA.
19 Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Of-

fenders, Havana, 27 August–7 September 1990: report prepared by the Secretariat 
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.91.IV.2). Also see UN General Assembly 
resolution A/RES/45/166 69th plenary meeting of 18 December 1990, para 4.

20 Section 5(c) of the LPA.
21 For admissions section 24(2) of the LPA. And for suspensions or striking-offs 

section 31(1)(a) and 40(3)(a)(iv) of the LPA.
22 Section 1(a) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.
23 Section 1(c) of the Constitution.
24 Richard Calland The Zuma years: South Africa’s changing face of power (Zebra 

Press, Cape Town, 2013) at 362.
25 David Pannick QC Advocates (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1992) at pp 

242-243.
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Port Elizabeth Bar
Contributed by Morné Olivier

bar news

THE EASTERN CAPE SOCIETY OF 
ADVOCATES CELEBRATES ITS 
FIRST TWO FEMALE SILKS
by Anusha Rawjee

The Eastern Cape Society of Advocates is 
celebrating its first two female silks – Lilla 
Crouse SC and Méchelle Beneke SC.

Lilla Crouse
Crouse SC started her pupillage in 1992 
in the hope that the much-debated 
unification of the attorneys’ and advocates’ 
professions would take place and that she 
could then became an attorney after doing 
pupillage of six months. On the first day of 
pupillage her pupil master, Roy Charsley, 
said that at the end of pupillage she would 
be sold on being an advocate. He was right 
and the Bar is much the richer for having 
Crouse SC as a member. She loves being an 
advocate and excels at it.

Crouse SC was the only female 
member at the bar when she started her 
practice in 1992. She and her husband had 
their second child in that year. Her fee 
book is evidence that she had only five 
days of maternity leave. 

Crouse SC continued practising as an 
advocate from December 1992 to June 2004. 
During this time, she served as treasurer of 
the PE Group of Advocates, and also, for 
a few years, was a member of the Eastern 
Cape Bar Council. She also represented the 
Society at a number of General Council of 
the Bar meetings. 

In July 2004 Crouse SC moved to Legal 
Aid South Africa, so that she could spend 
more time with her children. She had to 
make tough financial decisions to do so, 
but it was worth it. When she left the bar, 
she asked for door chambers, but the Bar 
Council refused.

At Legal Aid SA she concentrated on 
human rights issues. Her aim and passion 
was to bring dignity to people for whom 
constitutional rights are mostly only words 

on paper, without any realisation of those 
rights. She achieved this aim in a number 
of prominent cases, including last year’s 
Holomisa case, in which the Constitutional 
Court held that the Divorce Act 70 of 1979 
was unconstitutional in so far as women 
in the former Transkei were barred from 
seeking a redistribution of assets on 
divorce.1

On 1 February 2019 she rejoined 
the Bar. Her husband to whom she was 
married for 33 years died unexpectedly 
on 16 February 2019. This experience 
shattered her (and dampened her 
celebration of being awarded silk), but the 
love and support that she experiences from 
new and old friends at the Bar was and is 
comforting to her.

Since rejoining the Bar Crouse SC has 
acted twice on the Bench and her practice 
is steadily growing.

Crouse SC has a passion for 
mentoring and training young lawyers, 
and regularly presents training on 
trial skills and other legal issues. She is 
currently busy with a training course on 
appeals and review for Nadel members. 
She is an adjunct professor at the Nelson 
Mandela University (NMU) where she 
presents guest lectures and practical 
workshops on trial advocacy.

Crouse SC hopes that as a silk she can 
contribute to mentoring and knowledge 
sharing, while she continues learning too.

(An earlier profile of Crouse SC 
appeared in the April 2019 edition of 
Advocate.)
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Méchelle Beneke
Beneke SC and Crouse SC share a love for 
mentoring and training young advocates. 
Before joining the Bar, Beneke SC contem-
plated a career in academia and worked at 
the Nelson Mandela University’s Faculty 
of Law. Her interaction with Judge Nep-
gen (now retired), Bruce Dyke SC and 
some other advocates made her realise 
that she wanted to be counsel. She then 
did her pupillage in 2003 and joined the 
Bar in 2004.

Nicholas Mullins SC was her mentor 
and has been a silent pillar of support to 
her throughout her career at the Bar. As 
junior counsel, Beneke SC reigned su-
preme as the queen of the Motion Court. 
I personally watched her bravely sparring 
with the Bench in a most professional 
manner and successfully obtaining her 
orders for her clients. 

Beneke SC has almost single-handedly 
trained all the junior counsel of the Soci-
ety for the past eight years. She expresses 
her passion for excellence in law through 
her training. The Nelson Mandela Univer-
sity has also utilised her skills and exper-
tise in training for their Moot Court partic-

ipants over the past 10 years. Beneke also 
actively rallies the members at our Bar to 
support the university and the students. 

Beneke SC’s doors are open to any 
junior in need of help and she unselfishly 
guides all the juniors who need assist-
ance. She is never without a work shadow 
in tow. Beneke SC specialises in the com-
mercial and tax fields and serves on the 
Tax Board.

Beneke SC has held acting appoint-
ments twice and she continues to demand 
excellence when she acts. The juniors 
who have come through her hands and 
who normally always diligently prepare 
for court, work even harder when she is 
on the Bench as they are all aware of her 
demand for excellence.

Her life outside of work is filled with 
laughter as a result of her partner, her 
nephew and niece, and her parents.

The Society is proud of the achievements 
of Crouse SC and Beneke SC and we 
wish them well in their careers as silks. 

Notes
1 Holomisa v Holomisa 2019 (2) BCLR 247 (CC).

NEW JUDGES
We are delighted that the Judicial Service 
Commission (JSC) has recommended the 
appointment of Nyameko Gqamana SC 
of the PE Bar, to fill one of two judicial 
vacancies in Port Elizabeth. Gqamana SC 
was called to the Bar in 1998 and took silk 
in 2014. A full profile will appear in the 
next edition of Advocate. 

The JSC also approved the transfer of 
Judge Bulelwa Pakati of the Northern 
Cape Division, to fill the second vacancy. 
We look forward to welcoming her 
formally to our division. 

IN MEMORIAM
Johann Huisamen SC passed away on 
18 July 2019 after a short illness. He 
joined the Bar in 1985 and took silk in 
2010. He was highly respected as an 
advocate, acting judge and colleague. A 
special sitting of members was held on 
18 September 2019 in remembrance of 
Johann. A tribute will appear in the next 
edition of Advocate. 

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
Marius Swanepoel SC (29 July to 20 
September) and Lilla Crouse SC (26 August 
to 20 September) held acting appointments 
during the third term of 2019.

Albert Beyleveld SC (21 October to 
8 November), Marius Swanepoel SC (4 
November to 13 December), Nicholas 
Mullins SC (5 October to 1 November), 
Méchelle Beneke SC (7 October to 1 
November), Nolubabalo Ntsepe (7 
October to 30 November) and Hannelie 
Bakker (7 October to 1 November) are 
acting during the fourth term. 
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SOCIAL EVENTS
There is a tradition at the Port Elizabeth 
Bar that members meet at the end of 
each court term for an evening of fun 
and frivolity, nibbles and tipples. The 
past two functions were hosted by Club 
Chambers. A

Nyameko Gqamana SC & Idris DalaNeil Paterson, Nicola Barnard, Leanne Ellis and Allan Frost

Tarryn Rossi, Kent Williams, Allan Frost and Hannelie Bakker

Loren Hesselman & Badrika Naran

Port Elizabeth
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Cape Bar
Contributed by Patrick MacKenzie

AJAY BHOOPCHAND
Ajay Bhoopchand was born 
in Isipingo on the KwaZulu 
Natal south coast. He com-
pleted his schooling there 
before moving to Cape 

Town to study medicine and surgery at 
the University of Cape Town. He prac-
tised as a medical doctor in the public and 
private sectors before beginning his stud-
ies in law, in successful pursuit of another 
of his childhood ambitions. He joined 
the Cape Bar in 2004. He has served as 
chairperson of Advocates for Transforma-
tion, Western Cape in 2009 and remains 
a member of AFT. His other interests in-
clude wildlife and bird photography.

BRENTON JOSEPH
Brenton Joseph obtained a 
BA (Law) degree from the 
University of the Witwa-
tersrand and an LLB degree 
from the University of the 

Western Cape. After graduating in 1994, 
he served articles with the UWC Legal 
Aid Clinic after which he practised as 
an attorney with Mallinicks Inc in Cape 
Town. From April 2000 to March 2006, he 
served the Western Cape Education De-
partment as a Senior State Law Adviser. 
He was admitted as a member of the Cape 
Bar in December 2006. He is married with 
five children, enjoys cooking and playing 
the guitar. 

GUY ELLIOTT
Guy Elliott joined the Jo-
hannesburg Bar in 1991 
after studying at the Uni-
versity of Cape Town. He 
also worked in Johannes-

burg at the JCI head office for two years 
after completing national service. He 
moved back to Cape Town in 1998 where 
he joined the Cape Bar. He has a general 
commercial practice. Outside of the Bar, 
he enjoys mountain biking, watching 
sport (cricket, rugby and athletics) and 
walking the dogs on the mountain and 
beach. He has a weakness for fine reds 
from the Stellenbosch area. He and Emma 
have three children.

DAVID MELUNSKY
David matriculated at 
St Andrew’s College in 
Makhanda and thereafter 
completed a BA LLB at the 
University of Cape Town. 

He worked at the Legal Resources Centre 
and the Human Rights Trust in Port Eliza-
beth in the late ‘80s. After travelling in Eu-
rope and central Africa, broken by a stint 
of national service, he joined the Cape 
Bar, where he developed a practice of a 
broad commercial nature. He obtained an 
LLM (Marine Law) in 1998; assisted Judge 
Cooper with Road Transport; undertook 
editing for Juta; and trained candidate 
attorneys in High Court work. Formerly a 
keen club cricketer and runner (five Com-
rades and 10 Two Oceans), he now tries 
to play masters’ hockey. He and Kim have 
two sons and a daughter.

EWALD DE VILLIERS-
JANSEN
Ewald De Villiers-Jansen 
matriculated from Gordon 
Senior Secondary School 
in Somerset West. He com-

pleted a B.Proc and LLB at the University 
of the Western Cape and a Post Graduate 
Diploma in Tax Law at the University of 
Cape Town. 

Prior to joining the Bar in 1998, he 
worked as a Legal Adviser for Caltex Oil 
(SA) (Pty) Ltd.

Outside the Bar, he serves as the 
Chancellor of the Diocese of False Bay 
and on the Executive Committee of the 
Anglican Canon Law Council of Southern 
Africa.

He and Hayley have two children, 
Kelly and Alexander, and a grandson, 
Jadon.

KARRISHA PILLAY
Karrisha has been practising 
as an advocate at the Cape 
Bar for the past 18 years. She 
undertakes work in a wide 
range of areas and has a 

particular interest in constitutional law. 
Prior to beginning practice, Karrisha 

worked as a researcher at the Commu-
nity Law Centre at the University of the 
Western Cape. Karrisha has written on the 
subjects of socioeconomic rights, poverty 
and the role and responsibilities of vari-
ous organs of state. She has also co-edited 
a book entitled: Socio-Economic Rights in 
South Africa. 

Karrisha has served on the Boards of 
several non-governmental organisations 
and community-based organisations. 
She currently serves as a member of the 
Western Cape Provincial Council; is the 
vice-chairperson of the Cape Bar Council; 
and a member of the Board of the Dullah 
Omar Institute.

Karrisha holds the following degrees: 
BA (Law) (UDW) LLB (UCT) LLM (UCT).

THE CAPE BAR’S NEW SILKS 
by Dirk Coetsee

The Cape Bar and its members are proud to report that the President conferred the 
honour of silk status to the following members during 2017 and 2018.
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HANRI LOOTS
Hanri Loots grew up in the 
Eastern Cape, and obtained 
his legal qualifications from 
Stellenbosch University. He 
completed articles at what 

used to be known as a small Cape Town 
law firm, which today would probably 
be called a boutique law firm. After five 
months of pupillage, Hanri joined the 
Cape Bar in 2000. Because Alan Newton, 
in the pub of the then 5 Flies Restaurant 
(now Hanri’s chambers), said to him that 
you must stick with a job for three years 
otherwise you look like a flake, Hanri did 
so, and is still at it after 19 years. Outside 
of his life at the Bar, Hanri sails, plays 
guitar, trail runs, and enjoys a good meal 
with good wine and good friends. He is 
married to Nicola Caine, has two children 
(Alexander and Sofia), and a dog called 
Willem.

PIETER BOTHA 
Pieter Botha completed 
his LLB at the University 
of Stellenbosch in Decem-
ber 1986. He then joined 
the Department of Justice 

as a prosecutor at Wynberg Magistrate’s 
Court. In 1992, he joined the staff of the 
Attorney-General’s office in Cape Town. 
In 1993, he was seconded to the Com-
mission of Enquiry into the Affairs of the 
Masterbond Group of Companies, chaired 
by the Honourable Mr Justice Hennie Nel, 
to assist with the investigation, presenta-
tion of evidence and cross-examination of 
witnesses. Pieter commenced practice at 
the Cape Bar in December 1995. His main 
areas of practice are criminal and commer-
cial law, as well as delictual claims. Pieter 
is also an accredited commercial and civil 
mediator. He has four children; Andre, 
Bienke, Tessa and Jonathan.

MIAS SCHREUDER
Mias Schreuder matricu-
lated in 1976 from Nu-
werus High School, just 
north of the Knersvlakte 
in Namaqualand. He com-

pleted a BA and LLB at the University of 
Stellenbosch by the end of 1980, before 
being drafted into PW Botha’s army for 
compulsory military service. Because he 
was a graduate, he became a legal officer, 
mostly involved in military court martials, 
with all the privileges that accompanied 
the position of an officer at the time. 

Prior to joining the Bar in 1992, Mias 
practised as an attorney for seven years in 
the Strand.

A few years ago, Mias completed a 
Post Graduate Diploma in Economics for 
Competition Law at Kings College, Uni-
versity of London. 

His practice is primarily in commer-
cial, environmental and administrative 
law. Outside of his work at the Bar, he 
enjoys subjecting his family and his (few) 
friends to his rustic cooking efforts and 
visiting Namaqualand as often as possible 
to enjoy the unique humor and storytell-
ing skills of its people. Mias and Bonita 
live in Somerset-West and have two 
daughters.

Cape
D

iscott

FRED SIEVERS
Fred Sievers was raised 
in Bizana in Eastern Pon-
doland, which is located 
halfway between Izingol-
weni and Magusheni. He 

attended Bizana Primary School where he 
was consistently first in his class. The only 
other pupils in his class were the local jail-
er’s twin daughters, Isobel and Phoebe. No 
one wore shoes to school; whatever clothes 
they liked; and only had to cut their hair 
for the school inspector’s irregular visits. 

From standard five to matric he attend-
ed Kearsney College in Botha’s Hill as a 
boarder. He was not consistently top of the 
class; there were strict uniforms; and their 
hair was cut every two weeks. He preferred 
Bizana Primary and missed the twins.

Thereafter Fred studied at UCT, gradu-
ating with a BA LLB. He completed articles 
and practised as an attorney in Cape Town 
before working as a legal adviser to an 
insurance company. 

He joined the Cape Bar in 1990 and has 
been acting as a judge in the Western Cape 
Division since 16 April 2018.

He likes all dogs but has a preference 
for German breeds, having co-habited with 
a pair of Dobermans, Weimaraner and cur-
rently German short-haired pointers. He 
claims to be prepared to make an exception 
for wire-haired fox terriers and their inher-
ent lawlessness.

He has a wonderful wife, Elmarie, who 
is very kind to the dogs.

RON PASCHKE
Ron Paschke obtained 
his BSc and LLB from the 
University of Natal (Dur-
ban). Before joining the 
Bar, he did articles in the 

Constitutional Litigation Unit of the Legal 
Resources Centre, was the Legal Officer for 
the SA Human Rights Commission, and 
was the Director of Research and Technol-
ogy in the Ministry of Justice. He joined the 
Cape Bar in 1999 and his main area of prac-
tice is public law. Ron has served on the Bar 
Council and is an active member of several 
Bar Council committees. He strives for 
minimalism and enjoys integrating technol-
ogy and systems thinking into his practice.

DAVID BORGSTRÖM
After studying at the Uni-
versity of Cape Town, David 
Borgström took a meander-
ing journey before joining 
the Bar in January 2002. He 

travelled, taught at UCT, studied at Duke 
University (in the USA), served (part of) 
articles and clerked to Justice Laurie Ack-
ermann at the Constitutional Court. He 
mainly practises in public law. He enjoys art 
and longs to be a wine snob, although he is 
let down by a somewhat mediocre palate.

GRAHAM LESLIE
Following an eventful 
three years of university 
in Pietermaritzburg, Gra-
ham Leslie moved to the 
relatively calmer pastures 

of the University of Cape Town where 
he completed his LLB and, subsequently, 
his LLM degrees. Before joining the Cape 
Bar in 2002, Graham worked in various 
capacities in London, where it became 
clear to him that he was not cut out to be 
a solicitor. Today, his practice is primarily 
in labour law and related areas, includ-
ing pension funds law. Graham is a keen 
golfer and epicurean in the modern sense. 
He and his wife Aymone (also at the Cape 
Bar) have two children. 

MATTHEW BLUMBERG
Matthew Blumberg joined 
the bar in 2002, after study-
ing at the University of Stel-
lenbosch. Matthew follows 
Philip Roth’s credo of ‘No 

optional striving’. Outside of practice and 
parenting, he does as little as possible. 
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Cape

LADIES LEADING BY EXAMPLE
by Nathanael Mauritz, Cape Bar

The Cape Bar’s Junior Bar Committee’s 
(JBC’s) transformation initiative for 

2019 was to celebrate women at the Cape 
Bar. To that end, in conjunction with the 
Cape Bar’s Transformation Committee, 
the JBC co-hosted a panel of the Cape 
Bar’s female silks, who shared their per-
sonal experiences and offered helpful 
guidance to young female practitioners. 

In the proverbial hotseats were, in 
order of seniority, Williams SC, Bawa SC, 
Golden SC, McCurdie SC, Davis SC and 
Pillay SC.

The panel focused on issues and topics 
of specific relevance and importance to 
women at the Cape Bar, and was intended 
to serve as a platform from which to share 
their unique experiences, with young 
female juniors in particular, but also to 
provide all members with an opportunity 
to learn from the wisdom of senior 
counsel.

These were among the topics 
discussed:

Gender – The challenges faced by women 
at the Bar (and the profession in 
general) was a particularly important 
topic. The panelists shared their own 
experiences on how they overcame 
these challenges, which included 
sexual harassment, sexism (be it 
from clients, colleagues or judges), 
stereotypes, discrimination, female 
competition, and discrepancies in fees 
and briefing patterns.

Practice – The panelists offered their 
personal views on how a young 
female junior might build their 
practice, the type of briefs that they 
had received, the nature of that work, 
managing clients, leading a team as a 
senior and acting as a judge.

Race – Another important topic covered 
was how they addressed racism and 
navigated racial politics, particularly 
from a female perspective. Insights on 
how it manifests, how to address it, 
what tools and systems may be used 
to tackle it were exchanged; and

Accolades – Particular focus was given to 
encouraging young female members 
to pursue leadership roles at the Bar, 
the judiciary, local communities, 
educational programmes and 
initiatives, and presenting advocacy 
training workshops locally and 
abroad.

The event was enthusiastically attended 
by both male and female members of 
varying seniority.

It was rewarding to honour the Cape 
Bar ’s female silks and also to create 
a platform to share their wisdom, to 
give a voice to their experiences and to 
recognise their accomplishments and 
achievements. A
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THE ANNUAL CAPE BAR QUIZ 
2019
by Ruan Kotze

On 19 September 2019 the Junior Bar 
Committee hosted the third annual 

Cape Bar Quiz, welcoming 96 contestants 
competing in 13 teams to the latest 
installment of this distinguished and hotly 
contested competition. 

Prior to the event, most bookies 
had the odds set firmly in favour of a 
repeat victory for last year’s winning 
team, Norfolk and Chance (a competition 
mainstay comprised mainly of Maddison, 
the Fitzgerald Jnrs and the deadly 
Vaughn/Prain combo). 

The evening got off to a very bumpy 
start with the quizmaster (or mistress in 
this case?) arriving about 90 minutes late 
only to discover that she had brought the 
incorrect microphone and a screen that 
was about the size of an A3 page.

The resultant delay gave the teams 
a lot of time to both get a head start on 
their refreshments and complain about 
their table allocations. The pupil team 
Amicus Curious, who were seated at the 
bar counter, objected to their inferior 
seating allocation and proceeded to erect 
a ramshackle structure directly behind 
what is perhaps the most glamorous of 
the regular teams: competing this year 

Cape

under the rather dubious name of Quizzie 
Rascals.

The latter team were incensed and 
demanded to know why they had been 
‘disrespected’ with a table at the back 
of the room, next to the unsightly pupil 
structure no less. The Quizzie Rascals 
quickly had a team of waiters collect their 
table and deposit it on more valuable real 
estate.

In the meantime, the Quizmistress 
had confessed under cross-examination 
to not having attended the venue 
beforehand to conduct the contractually 
agreed sound check. As the venue’s sound 
system was now determined to be beyond 
our reach we had to improvise with the 
one speaker we had, and with teams 
squinting their eyes to read the questions 
and cupping their hands behind their ears 
to hear the Quizmistress, the 2019 Quiz 
finally kicked off.

It was, as expected, a hotly contested 
competition with several teams (other 
than MacRobert de Niro and the Denny 
Cranes) making a strong play for the 
leader board right out of the starting 
blocks. Some turbulence was encountered, 
however, when the Quizmistress, bless 

her, tried to incorporate some legal 
questions. No, the first female judge in 
South Africa was not Justice Mokgoro but 
Mrs Justice van den Heever of course! 
Objections poured in and the TMO had 
to be called upon to assist the ref on more 
than one occasion. 

As the finish line approached Norfolk 
and Chance, The Smartinis, The Ricequizbies 
and The Big Subpoenas were neck and 
neck, it was anyone’s race. When the final 
scores were tallied, however, it was the 
dark horse that claimed a surprise victory: 
team Amicus Curious (comprised wholly of 
pupils) had scuppered the senior teams’ 
hopes of victory and claimed first place 
from their derelict lodgings at the back of 
the room. Congratulations to the victors, 
and to them the spoils!
The Junior Bar Committee would like 
to thank all the teams who participated 
with such enthusiasm and gusto as well 
as our generous sponsors: Duminy SC 
for the Andante olive oil, Stelzner SC and 
Pierre Rabie for the Giant Periwinkle wines 
and Lexis Nexis for the gift vouchers. We 
look forward to welcoming teams to next 
year’s competition.
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TRIBUTE TO MATHEALIRA 
MOPELI

The Society mourns the loss of one 
of its members, Mathealira Francis 

Mopeli who passed away on 2 November 
2019. Mathealira is survived by his wife, 
children, family, friends, community and 
colleagues in the profession.

Mopeli was a respected traditional 
leader and public prosecutor hailing from 
Phuthaditjhaba, who embarked on his pu-
pillage at our Society in 2012. Upon taking 
chambers on 1 March 2013, Mopeli estab-
lished a successful trial practice. Mopeli 
simultaneously balanced his duties as a 
Chief in Phuthaditjhaba and served on 
the National Heritage Council of South 
Africa.

Despite battling ill health, Mopeli 
showed the utmost commitment to his 
matters, and in doing so garnered the 
respect of the bench, his colleagues, op-
ponents and clients. He will be sorely 
missed.

Free State Bar
Contributed by Jacyn Mitchley

NEW SILKS
The Free State Society of Advocates is 
pleased to announce that three of its 
members, Willem Edeling, Bejile Mene 
and Stefan Grobler were awarded Senior 
status on 30 July 2019.  Willem Edeling 
took chambers on 8 December 1994, Bejile 
Mene on 1 April 2004 and Stefan Grobler 
on 17 November 2004. All three members 
have significant experience across the 
legal spectrum, and the Society congratu-
lates them on their achievement.

NEW MEMBERS
The Society is pleased to welcome two 
new members, Kedibone Matai and René 
Bester. Matai joins our Society after almost 
two years spent at the Johannesburg Bar. 
Bester did her pupillage with our Society 
in 2015 and after working in corporate 
and practising independently in Cape 
Town and Bloemfontein, has taken up 
membership. We look forward to build-
ing new friendships and a stronger Bar, 
and wish them well with their careers and 
journey at the Society.

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
The Society was once again pleased to see 
some of its members, namely Louis Pohl 
SC, Henriette Murray SC and Ilse van 
Rhyn acting during the third term. While 
our colleagues have been missed during 
their respective absences from Chambers, 
their contributions to the expertise of our 
already adept local judiciary is appreci-
ated.

FAREWELL
On 12 September 2019 the Society held a 
lovely function to bid farewell to Judge 
Mojalefa Rampai who embarks on his 
well-earned retirement. Judge Rampai 
was elevated to the Bench in 2001, and 
throughout his illustrious career has been 
widely regarded as a respected legal mind 
and a true gentleman. The evening will be 
remembered for the wise words imparted 
through amusing anecdotes by Judge 
Rampai, and the general merriment. We 
wish Judge Rampai a blessed and fulfill-
ing retirement.

Adv Bejile S Mene Adv Willem J Edeling Adv Stefan Grobler
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Johannesburg Bar

THE YOUNG BAR CLUB – 
GROWING CONNECTIONS, 
GROWING PEOPLE 
by Faye McAdam, Johannesburg Bar

The Young Bar Club was started with the 
objective of giving young members of 
the Bar an opportunity to connect with 
other young members in an informal 
environment structured to encourage 
conversation, work opportunities and 
shared experiences between them. Over 
time, the Young Bar Club has come to learn 
that the most effective way to facilitate 
this is with a decent value add (so far this 
year in the form of informative talks by the 
likes of Tembeka Ngcukaitobi, Judge David 

NEWS FROM GROUP 21
by Johan Moorcroft

ANNUAL CRICKET MATCH
The third annual cricket match between 
Group 21 and Maisels Chambers took 
place on 4 May 2019 at Old Eds and was 
once again played in the spirit of the 
words of Sir Henry Newbold who wrote 
in his poem Vitai Lampada that “…it’s not 
for the sake of a ribboned coat, or the selfish 
hope of a season’s fame, but his Captain’s hand 
on his shoulder smote “Play up! Play up! And 
play the game.”

Group 21 was successful in chasing a 
target of 159 (Aucamp 31 n/o, Cochrane 
31 n/o, Belgar 28; Lautré 4/16) in 25 overs, 
with Belgar taking 3/22 and W Carstens 
(33 n/o), J Carstens (30 n/o), and Pretorius 
(18 n/o) scoring the bulk of the runs.

WITS MOOT SOCIETY
In August 2019, the Wits Moot Society 
together with Group 21 hosted the Group 
21 Senior Moot held at the University 
and at Group 21’s Chambers. The 
competition was a success in all respects, 
including training and feedback from 
counsel as well as the furtherance of a 
moot court culture at the law faculty of 
the University. Members of the Group sat 

Unterhalter, Benny Makola, and Michelle 
Le Roux) and liberally poured liquid 
refreshments. 

The Young Bar Club is also committed 
to giving value to young members in a 
more tangible sense – to this end, the 
Young Bar Club has given away a variety 
of wheelie bags, robes and textbooks at 
its events this year. (All of which have 
been robustly monitored by the attendees 

applying its soon to be patented lifestyle 
audit/honesty system approach, i.e. if you 
have any of the giveaway items, or you 
drive a Porsche Cayenne, you cannot/may 
not/on pain of public shaming, should not, 
put your name into the giveaway draw.)

The Young Bar Club closes out the 
year with a final event featuring Justice 
Edwin Cameron at the Rivonia Group on 4 
December 2019.

as judges in the three rounds and were 
joined by Justice Yacoob in the final, won 
by Tshegofatso Keebine and Chloe Lead in 
a close contest with Hannah Milner and 
Yashwi Pattni. Group 21 and the Moot 
Society are indebted to the Justice for 
participating.
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During the period of 4 to 7 June 2019, 
six members of the Johannesburg Bar 

attended the International Skills Course 
offered by the Scottish Faculty of Advo-
cates in Edinburgh, Scotland, along with 
members from the Durban and Cape Bars 
as well as other international Bar Councils 
from Scotland, Hong Kong, Australia and 
Ireland.

In total, 22 delegates attended the 
course to be trained, with the South 
African group making up one of the 
largest contingents (with eight members 
being trained). Those who attended 
the course from the Johannesburg Bar 
were Naseema Adam (Maisels Group), 
Doron Block (Rivonia Group), Chantelle 
Humphries (Bridge Group), Mark 
Meyerowitz (Group One), Mosupi 
Mashele (Duma Nokwe Group) and 
Obakeng Mokgotho (Group 621).

The advocacy trainers who 
participated in the course were similarly 
from various international jurisdictions 
and included Judges Glenn Goosen 
(South Africa), Russell Coleman (Hong 
Kong), Anna Annandale SC (South 
Africa), Anesta Weekes QC (England and 
Wales), Laura Dunlop QC (Scotland), 
Jonathan Brodie QC (Scotland), Brendan 

Navin Siva (Malaysia and current 
chairperson of the International Advocacy 
Training Council), Daniel Koh (Singapore) 
and Samuel Chacko (Singapore). 

The course was organised by Neil 
Mackenzie the faculty’s director of 
training and education and focused on 
cross-examination skills. The training 
course specifically involved developing 
case analysis skills, consulting with an 
expert witness, the use of exhibits in 
court, cross-examination of witnesses 
on prior inconsistent statements, cross-
examination of expert witnesses and 
advanced cross-examination skills. It was 
aimed at advocates who are within zero to 
seven years of seniority.

In this regard the attendees were 
presented in advance with detailed 
pleadings and witness 
statements concerning 
the “proof” of a damages 
claim for bodily injuries 
sustained by the pursuer 
against the defender (the 
Scottish terminology for 
a civil trial, plaintiff and 
a defendant) as well as 
an expert report from an 
accident reconstruction 
expert. 

Attendees were 
required to critically 
analyse the matter, 
cross-examine the three 
factual witnesses whose 
statements had been 
provided (played by 
devils (pupils) from the 
faculty, experienced 
advocates or actors), 
briefly consult with 
a real-life accident 
reconstruction expert 
and then cross examine 
the expert witness whose 

report was in issue (similarly played by 
an experienced member of the faculty). 
Thereafter the attendees were required 
to present final arguments for either 
the pursuer or the defender based on 
the evidence contained in the witness 
statements and the evidence that had 
been adduced in cross-examination.

We found the training to be 
informative and the feedback we received 
from the trainers was positive and helpful. 
The most striking difference in local 
advocacy training versus international 
advocacy training was the experience 
of being in a safe environment, in other 
words, we could attempt different 
techniques of cross-examination without 
fear that your trainer would face you 
in court next week as an opponent or 

INTERNATIONAL 
SKILLS COURSE
Members of the Johannesburg Bar  
attend the 2019 International Skills  
Course in Edinburgh, Scotland

“The training course 
specifically involved 

developing case analysis 
skills, consulting with an 

expert witness, the use 
of exhibits in court, cross-
examination of witnesses 

on prior inconsistent 
statements, cross-

examination of expert 
witnesses and advanced 

cross-examination skills. “

Johannesburg
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possibly the presiding officer. The trainers 
were generally focused on positive 
feedback by identifying and improving 
the strengths of each attendees’ advocacy 
skill. 

One of the more unpleasant 
experiences of the course was the video 
feedback, which essentially entailed being 
recorded during your cross-examination 
and closing argument and then having 
to watch the video whilst a trainer 
commented on your body language and 
general presentation skills. It was quite 
confronting being faced with a video of 
yourself and being told not to pull your 
face in a certain way! 

There were also some lighter 
moments during the course during 
cross-examination when we were 
faced with strong Scottish accents and 
colloquialisms like “the chippy”, “wee 
bit minced” and “aff yer heid” (off your 
head). A particularly funny moment was 
when it was suggested to a witness by 
a South African attendee that he could 
have sounded his horn to warn the 
pedestrians and the witness was clearly 
appalled at the thought of sounding the 
car horn, something we as South Africans 
experience daily! 

Presentations were also given by 
Neil Mackenzie on the theory behind 

cross-examination 
and by Judge 
Russell Coleman on 
practical advocacy. 
Judge Coleman’s 
presentation was 
headed “Little 
Things Please Little 
Minds” and the crux 
of his message was 
for counsel to stop 
being annoying as 
judges don’t like to 
be annoyed. This is 
something we will 
certainly try and 
implement! There was also a formal 
dinner for the attendees and trainers 
at the reading room of the Advocates 
Library at Parliament House in Edinburgh 
which also houses the Court of Session.

The course provided the attendees 
with a unique opportunity to strengthen 
their advocacy skills as well as an 
opportunity to meet advocates and 
barristers from other jurisdictions and 
compare their experiences in practising 
law. War stories were exchanged over 
wine, beer and, of course, scotch whisky. 

After the training course an 
opportunity was presented for attendees 
to sit in and observe a proof taking place 

in the Court of Session, wigs and all. 
The experience was invaluable and 

a confidence booster, especially when 
seeing the high level of advocacy training 
offered locally and our ability to cope 
and even excel amongst advocates 
from so many jurisdictions. We highly 
recommend attending an international 
advocacy training course to all South 
African advocates. 

Naseema Adam 
Doron Block 
Chantelle Humphries 
Johannesburg Bar

Johannesburg

“The most striking 
difference in local 
advocacy training 
versus international 
advocacy training 
was the experience 
of being in a safe 
environment, in 
other words, we 
could attempt 
different 
techniques of 
cross-examination 
without fear 
that your trainer 
would face you in 
court next week 
as an opponent 
or possibly the 
presiding officer.”
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applied and I was taken for the job. After 
12 months in that office I decided to 

become an advocate but I was not sure 
if I also had to join the Bar. I went to the 
Deputy President of the Constitutional 
Court, Ismail Mahomed.

I told him I had decided to be an 
advocate. He smiled. I then asked him if 
becoming an advocate meant that I also 
had to join the Bar. “Do I have to join a 
Bar that facilitated the striking off the roll 
of Bram Fischer? Why can I not form a 
black Bar?”

Mahomed’s face changed. He looked 
very concerned and troubled. He walked 
two steps away from me. As he turned 
my direction, he started his story of how 
it was being a black advocate under 
apartheid. As he told the story I could see 
the pain, the humiliation and hurt in his 
face. It was a story of our past. But as I 
listened intensely I saw a smile returning 
in his face and then Mahomed laughed 
and waging his finger he said: 

“But the Bar was good to me. The 
robust intellectual discussion, the 
forensic skills that colleagues imparted 
to me and the collegiality we enjoyed 
with each other! That, that is what 
made me the person I have become. I 
would never have become the person 
I am had it not been for the Bar. Do 
not leave the Bar. Do not form your 
own Bar. Change the bar but retain 
its good elements. Infuse the Bar with 
the spirit, the ethos and values of our 
democratic society.”

Johannesburg

Madam chair,
It is such a privilege to stand here 

today. I thank the Bar Council for its 
decision. I also thank everyone for the 
extraordinary tribute that is being paid to 
me today. I am humbled. 

Members of the Johannesburg Society 
of Advocates! I am specially touched by 
your presence this evening.

You have brought me here today and 
have showered me with praises. I am 
humbled by everything you said.

After 17 years of exile I returned in 
1993 to take up a post as a lecturer at 
the University of the North. Being back 
in South Africa was the finest thing and 
I enjoyed teaching at the university. 
That was so until October 1994 when 
I received a call from someone who 
introduced himself as Matthew 
Chaskalson. He wanted to know if I 
would be interested to apply for a job 
as a judge’s clerk or researcher for the 
President of the Constitutional Court. 
After consultation with my family I 

“On a day such as this one 
I want to pay tribute to 
these giants. The return 
from exile was chaotic 
and each one of us had to 
find a role and place for 
himself in the new society.“

Johannesburg Bar confers honorary membership on
Patric Mtshaulana SC

In October the Johannesburg Bar conferred honorary membership on Patric Mtshaulana SC.
This is an edited version of the speech that he gave at the Johannesburg Bar dinner on October 12, which paid tribute to him.
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I left his office confused. He had not 
given me the answer I expected from 
him. I went to Chaskalson’s office. 
I asked him the same questions. 
Chaskalson’s response was: “If you join 
the Bar you will find that 90% or more 
of the people there do not have your 
politics. If your idea of the profession is 
to be surrounded by people who share 
your political ideals, your comrades, 
then the idea of joining the Bar is a bad 
idea. If you ask my advice I would say 
do not join the Bar”. As I tried to digest 
this answer he continued: “In the 40 or 
so years that I have been at the bar my 
experience, and that is the experience 

of all my colleagues, was that politics 
was one thing that divided us. The only 
thing that kept us together, the glue, was 
collegiality”.

It was not clear to me after this meeting 
if I had made progress in finding out what 
I should do. A few weeks later I appeared 
before Judge Levisson (may his soul rest 
in peace) in the WLD for admission as an 
advocate. His junior judge was Cameron 
J. After my advocate, (Maggie Victor, My 
Lady Victor!) had submitted that in her 
view, I was fit and proper to be admitted 
as an advocate, the senior judge asked 
the junior judge to welcome me to the 
profession. Judge Cameron was flattering 

in his remarks about what I had done 
thus far in life. He welcomed me to the 
profession but added that the struggle 
was not over yet. In his view, the biggest 
challenge facing society, was to transform 
our institutions to reflect our democratic 
values. He concluded by saying that a 
person with my experience could play an 
important role in the transformation of 
institutions such as the Bar.

On a day such as this one I want to 
pay tribute to these giants. The return 
from exile was chaotic and each one of us 
had to find a role and place for himself in 
the new society. It was such a privilege for 
me to have these men around me giving 
me the type of guidance that they gave 
me on what was probably the appropriate 
role for me in the new South Africa. I pay 
tribute to the late Chief Justice Langa for 
his guidance especially when it came to 
the formation of Fountain Chambers.

The insights Chaskalson gave me on 
how the profession works or ought to 
work were invaluable. Ismail Mahomed 
was in my thoughts all the time especially 
in difficult times. Every time I had 
frustrations I remembered how he was 
still able to be so positive about the Bar, 
how he was able to keep his attention on 
the bigger picture rather than on his own 
personal hurt and pain. Justice Langa was 
always there to give me encouragement 
whenever I needed it.

On coming to the Bar I met a brigade 
of colleagues who were from different 
backgrounds and who were enthusiastic 
about changing the Bar. It soon became 
clear to me that “to change” an institution 
such as the Bar requires either personal 
insights as to what you want the Bar to 
change or political insights. 

The big question today is: Do we 
have anything to show? Did we achieve 
anything as a Bar in the last 25 years? 
The new members who joined the Bar 
in recent years, ask the question: “What 
have you been doing in 25 years?” As 
they ask I am reminded that when we 
joined the ANC in 1976 we were always 
complaining that these old people did not 
have a single liberated zone. What have 
they been doing in the last 16 years?

In his book Homo Sapiens Yuval Noah 
Harari tells us that when the hunter 
gatherers were able to domesticate wheat 
they thought that this would banish 
hunger, starvation and death of their 
children. “But people did not foresee that 

Johannesburg

“Every time I had 
frustrations I 
remembered how [Ismail 
Mahomed] was still able 
to be so positive about 
the Bar, how he was able 
to keep his attention 
on the bigger picture 
rather than on his own 
personal hurt and pain.”
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the number of children would increase, 
meaning that extra wheat would have 
to be shared between more children. 
Neither did the early farmers understand 
that feeding children with more porridge 
and less breast milk would weaken their 
immune system and that permanent 
settlements would be hotbeds for 
infectious diseases. They did not foresee 
that by increasing their dependence on a 
single source of food, they were actually 
exposing themselves even more to the 
depredations of drought. Nor did the 
farmers foresee that in good years their 
bulging granaries would tempt thieves 
and enemies compelling them to start 
building walls and doing guard duty…”

In the context of the Bar and in 
assessing whether the Bar is successful, 
it is important that you realise that the 
Bar is an important institution of our 
democracy. Imparting forensic skills to 
the next generation of advocates is a core 
characteristic of the Bar, one that should 
be preserved at all costs even when we 
transform. Collegiality is the cornerstone 
of the existence of the Bar. 

The tension between changing the 
Bar and keeping politics out of Bar life 
à la Chaskalson, is a challenge that is 
not impossible to overcome. We should 
approach transformation of the Bar with 
the clear understanding that: Everything 
is politics but politics is not everything. 
Every transformation project should 
be underpinned and supported by a 
desire to strengthen collegiality between 
advocates in a democratic South Africa. 
Every success will bring excitement but it 
will also be followed by disappointment 
and more challenges as Harari warns us.

Life, including transformation, is not 
different from Beethoven’s fifth piano 
concerto sometimes referred to as the 
“Emperor”. Beethoven in this piece 
challenges the pianist to climb a hill but 
when the pianist reaches the point where 
he or she thinks they are succeeding and 
reaching summit, Beethoven challenges 
the whole orchestra to play to the 
expanded vistas, the broadened horizon 
and to the ever expanding plateau. The 
pianist who was beginning to have a 
sense of victory over herself because 
she thought she had finally reached 
summit now suddenly has to join in the 
new challenge. The victory (successfully 
reaching summit) produces more and 
complex challenges. 

You never reach the highest point. 
The highest point keeps shifting but 
that is no reason to stop climbing to 
the top. To remain in the orchestra you 
need Beethoven’s desire never to give 
up even when odds are against you (as 
Beethoven’s disability threatened at 
one time in his life, he never stopped 
composing). With that spirit (of never 
giving up) you will keep the Bar an ever 
shining institution of our democracy. 

That is the challenge we leave you with 
as we bow out.

Once more, thank you so much for 
the opportunity to stand here and salute. 
This is the most precious moment of my 
life!

Salute!

Patric Mzolisi Mtshaulana SC
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GROUP ONE HOSTS SCA 
JUSTICES NAVSA AND PONNAN 
TO GIVE A TALK
by Sechaba Mohapi, Group One

In keeping with the time-honoured 
customs of maintaining close 

relations between Bench and Bar and 
more importantly the edification of 
members for effective advocacy, Group 
One Advocates had the distinguished 
privilege of hosting two senior 
Supreme Court of Appeal Justices 
Navsa and Ponnan, to give a talk on the 

presentation of argument before the 
SCA.

Hosted at the Group’s new premises 
at 2 Pybus Road in Sandton on 17 
October 2019, the talk was very well 
attended by over 130 members – not 
exclusively from Group One, but from 
other groups of the Johannesburg Bar – 
at Mohammed Chohan SC, the Group 

Leader’s extended invitation made 
through the Bar Council. For posterity 
and open access, Group One also 
arranged to have video footage taken 
of the talk, now made available on the 
Group’s online platforms.

Justice Navsa, in his introductory 
remarks, mentioned that one of 
the lapses that SCA justices often 

Johannesburg
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Guidelines for writers
Advocate: The South African Bar Journal 

1. Advocate is the mouthpiece of the 
South African Bar. It is a professional 
journal which provides information 
and guidance on developments in 
the profession and the administration 
of justice. Contributions on subjects 
which are of practical importance to 
members of the Bar are welcomed, 
and will receive priority.

2. All manuscripts must be in MS Word 
or WordPerfect format, double-spaced 
throughout, including references 
and footnotes. An article should not 
exceed 3 000 words. Letters, notes 
and reports should generally not 
exceed 1 000 words. Shorter pieces, 
and clear, communicative writing, are 
preferred.

  Legal jargon derived from pleadings 
(e.g. ‘thereby’, ‘thereof ’ etc) should 
be avoided.

  A contribution must preferably be 
sent by e-mail as an attachment to a 
message.

3. Contributions and letters should be 
addressed to:  
The Editor, Advocate

 Email: editor.advocate@mweb.co.za
 Postal: PO Box 786878,  

SANDTON  
2146

 Tel: +27 (0) 82 927 5536 (editor)
  Fax: +27 (0) 11 784 0182
 
4. Material is considered for publication 

on the understanding that:
•	it	has	not	been	published	or	submitted	

for publication elsewhere;
•	the	editorial	committee	and	the	editor	

have reserved the right to edit it as 
to style, length and language;

•	the	writer	has	carefully	checked	
quotations and references for 
accuracy;

•	it	is	written	in	clear,	jargon-free	
language, and has linguistically 
been	reviewed	and	checked	for	
errors.

 5. The writer ’s academic and 
professional qualifications, and also 
his or her occupation or professional 
status must be stated.

6. Footnotes should, if possible, be 
avoided. Case references should 
preferably be incorporated into the 
text. When referring to a book the 
publisher and date of publication 
should be mentioned. In the case 
of articles the name of the writer, 
the title of the article and the date 
of publication should be indicated. 
Where footnotes are unavoidable, 
they should be numbered 
consecutively in superscript in the 
text, and reproduced at the end of 
the article. If there are only a few 
footnotes, asterisks may be used.

Further details on Advocate’s house style 
are available from the editor at the above 
address. A

experienced from counsel appearing in 
the SCA was how when they appeared 
in the SCA, only then, did they think 
it time to rehearse their cases when in 
fact they should have done so before. 
Justice Navsa discerned that this might 
be because, unlike in former times when 
advices on evidence were almost stock 
in trade (compelling counsel to think 
carefully about the issues, where the onus 

lay etc, and which naturally would have 
been helpful down the line), nowadays it 
is often the case that counsel only really 
think about issues for the first time when 
questions are put to them on appeal.

To set the tone, Justice Ponnan’s 
introductory remarks were from a 
slightly different vantage point. He 
noted that when Justice Harms was 
asked by this journal to write a 2 000 

word article entitled “What 
irritates Judges?” that Justice 
Harms had commenced 
the article in typical Harms 
JA fashion, saying “Two 
thousand words when the 
answer is to be found in 
one: “Lawyers”? (to much 
laughter from the audience.) 
Justice Ponnan observed 
that a quick retort from 
lawyers might be, as Sir 
John Mortimer’s famed 
character Rumpole of the 
Bailey was wont to say, “if 
you’re no good at the Bar 
they make you a Judge!” (to 
even more laughter from 
the audience.)

From then on, the dynamic duo that 
is Justices Navsa and Ponnan treated 
members present to an evening of 
edifying insights on what SCA Justices 
expect from counsel appearing in the 
SCA, in their complementary and 
formidable style, reminiscent of when 
they sit together on an appeal panel in the 
SCA.

Johannesburg
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GROUP 621 ROOFWETTING

On the evening of Thursday, 
17 October 2019, Group 621 

celebrated moving into its new premises 
immediately next to its old home in 
Sandown Village, the building previously 
occupied by Group 1. Instantly renamed 
Rex Welsh House, it provides the Group 
with more space, including a new 
arbitration facility on the ground floor 
and an expanded common room. It’s 
in the latter space that friends of the 
Group, including many attorneys and 
former member Judge David Unterhalter, 
celebrated its move and its future.  

Johannesburg
All pictures by Renata Larroyd

Group	member	Jeremy	Gauntlett	QC	SC	telling	Jeffrey	Kron	of	Norton	
Rose Fulbright SA a thing or two, while Ian Green SC looks on

Group members Benny Makola, Mmusi 
Seape and Lwandile Sisilana holding forth

Group leader Timothy Bruinders SC 
welcoming guests

621’s legendary receptionist Dolores Muller regaling David Hertz, the 
chairman of Werksmans, with tales of Innes Chambers
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COMMERCIAL LAW MOOT

On Saturday, 21 September 2019, 
as the Rugby World Cup started 

unfolding, Group 621 held its inaugural 
commercial-law moot in its new home 
in the corner of Sandown Village. There 
were 32 participants, half from Wits and 
UP and the other half from among this 
year’s Johannesburg pupil cohort. The 
problem - a slightly adapted real-life set of 
papers -  saw the applicant trying to stop 
a rugby tournament from proceeding two 
days hence. There were four round-robin 
rounds, in which each team of two moot-
ers got the chance to be applicant and 
respondent twice. Then followed a semi-
final and a final. Judges were drawn from 
the Group and from the side bar. Judge 
Johann Kriegler graced the moot with his 
day-long presence. The final round was 
won by Douglas Ainslie and Alex Ashton. 
Next year, a second outing of the moot 
will be held. A
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The	judges	in	the	final	Mmusi	Seape,	Adu	Gumede,	Tembeka	Ngcukaitobi,	
Judge Johann Kriegler and Timothy Bruinders SC

Robin Pearse SC and Judge Johann Kriegler in judicial mode

Simon Ferreira and Siseko Salela, both pupils, 
hard at work honing their sterling submissions

Alex Ashton of the winning team
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KwaZulu-Natal Bar
Contributed by Carol Sibiya, Sarah Pudifin-Jones and Nooreen Nursoo

Much has happened at our Bar since 
the last edition of the magazine. 

We start by passing condolences to the 
families of Ramanlal Soni, fondly known 
as “Prof” (a former junior member of 
Advocates Group 7 in Durban) and of 
Zwakele Ngwenya, a member who served 
pupillage last year, and had joined our Bar 
and started practice in 2019. Both these 
members passed away recently.

We congratulate Justice Yvonne 
Thokozile Mbatha, from the KwaZulu-
Natal bench, on her recent appointment 
to the Supreme Court of Appeal. 

KZN also hosted the Future Leaders 
Symposium; had a junior member 
attending International Advanced 
Advocacy Training at Oxford; and had 11 
of our members being awarded silk. Due 
to the high number of members taking 
silk, we will be covering their profiles in 
two tranches, the first six in this issue and 
the balance to follow in the April 2020 
edition.

NEW SILKS AT THE KZN BAR
The new Silks who will be profiled in 
the April 2020 edition are: James Edward 
Howse, Peter Johann Combrinck, Kenneth 
Collin McIntosh, Dhiraj Ramdhani and 
Bethuel Sibusiso Khuzwayo. Of those 
profiled below, it is significant that three 
are women.

Sandhya Mahabeer 
was called to the 
KZN Bar in 2002, 
following five years 
in the attorneys’ 
profession in Isipingo, 
where she was born. 
She has served and 

continues to give service to the Bar in 
various capacities which include sitting 
on the editorial committee of Advocate 
magazine since about 2005, as assistant 
honorary secretary to the KZN Society 
of Advocates, Bar Council representative 
for juniors over 10 years in practice and 
presently as the AFT silk representative 
on the Bar Council. Sandhya is 
passionate about transformation and is 
presently the convenor of the KZN Bar 
Transformation Committee. She served 
as an acting judge in 2017 and regards 
it as one of the highlights of her career. 
Sandhya has a broad civil and commercial 
practice tending (unexpectedly) towards 
administrative law.

Sandhya is grateful to the senior 
colleagues who in her time as a junior 
assisted in developing her own drafting 
and advocacy skills. Lopes SC (now Lopes 
J), in particular, she remembers as an 
outstanding leader and de facto mentor 
during her formative years. Her pupil 
master, Glen Goddard SC, remains central 
to her practice and life. Sandhya has been 
privileged to receive the guidance, love, 

friendship and support of Pingla Hemraj 
SC, who encouraged her to apply for silk.

Sandhya is happiest spending time 
with her family and friends, without 
whose support and love she would not be 
where she is, and is particularly grateful 
to her mum and late dad who encouraged 
her to strive always to achieve her goals. 

Nomusa Kuzwayo 
matriculated in 1986, 
and thereafter studied 
at the University of 
Zululand from 1995 
to 1999, obtaining 
her LLB degree. She 
served pupillage and 
was admitted in 2001, 

commencing practice in 2002 as a member 
of the KZN Bar. Her practice comprises 
mainly civil litigation, focusing on medical 
negligence, unlawful arrests, contractual 
disputes and arbitrations.

Nomusa has served as an acting 
judge at the KZN Division on numerous 
occasions, since 2017. She has also served 
on various boards and since 2015 serves as 
part of the KZN Bid Appeals Tribunal. 

In 2014 she was one of the founding 
members of the all-African Advocates 
Group 8North. Nomusa is married to 
Victor, and is a mother to four wonderful 
daughters, Fezeka, Mandisa, Aphelele and 
Sphokazi.

M
argaret E Parker
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MAX LOUBSER

second edit io
n

EXTINCTIVE 

PRESCRIPTION

This second edition of Extinctive Prescription aims to 

reflect the law as developed by judgments and statutory 

changes over a period of more than twenty years since 

the publication of the first edition. The principles of 

extinctive prescription have been scrutinised by the courts 

in numerous reported cases over th
is period, including 

prominent judgments of the Constitutional Court d
ealing 

with the justification for extinctive prescription, the concept 

of ‘debt’, a
nd the knowledge requirement for prescription 

to begin to run. This edition also examines the principles 

governing the co-existence of the 1969 Prescription Act 

and prescription or time limitation provisions in other 

statutes, with reference to certain prominent examples. 

A new chapter 12 deals with procedure. Reported cases 

continue to illustrate the practical importance of extinctive 

prescription and the thorough analysis of theory and 

policy required for its
 application. 

EXTINCTIVE 

PRESCRIPTION
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n
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Prices include 15% VAT and are valid until 31 December 2019. 

Soft cover R595
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Air Law: A comprehensive sourcebook for  
Southern African pilots

Philippe-Joseph Salazar

Air Law is the first work of its kind, written by a leading academic. 
Although intended for the Southern African pilots’ community, it 
is also a useful source of reference for legal practitioners dealing 
with aviation and air law. Written in a straight-forward style, Air Law 
is fully referenced and clearly presented. The book offers private 
and drone pilots a source of legal reference to remain competent 
and compliant aviators and guides them through the complex 
regulations. 

Hard cover 1,324 pages R2,489

ZAR

Annual Survey of South African Law 2017

J Geldenhuys, N Botha, C Schulze, J Van Wyk

This comprehensive and authoritative work, by renowned experts 
in their fields, provides an exhaustive overview and analysis on 
cases and legislation relating to over 35 general and specialist 
areas of the law.

Latest legal 
resources

Juta

ORDER NOW: View all 
latest releases here:

660 pages R950

ZAR

Beginsels van Saaklike en Persoonlike 
Sekerheidsregte in die Suid Afrikaanse Reg

J C Sonnekus and E C Schlemmer

This new book focusses on the common underlying principles of 
the various forms of business and personal security rights in South 
African law. 

Hard cover

Juta’s Index and Annotations to the    
South African Law Reports (2014-2018)

Juta’s Law Reports Editors

This consolidated index is the most useful means of finding 
authority on a subject, greatly improving your access to Juta’s The 
South African Law Reports. The enhanced subject index reflects 
current trends and comprehensively encapsulates the past 5 years 
of case law. Detailed case annotations, presented in an accessible 
columnar structure, advise the reader whether cases have been 
overruled, applied, approved, distinguished or compared by later 
precedent, saving hours in research time. The index also includes 
chronological listings of Statutes and Rules of Court judicially 
considered. 

Hard cover 704 pages R995

ZAR

454 pages

Legal Terminology (Trilingual Edition)

Centre for Legal Terminology in African Languages  

This trilingual (English-isiXhosa-Afrikaans) dictionary deals with 
the areas of criminal law, criminal procedural law and the law of 
evidence, providing access to over 20 000 legal words, each of 
which is explained in plain English.

Soft cover 662 pages R1,950 

ZAR

Extinctive Prescription 2e

M Loubser

This second edition of Extinctive Prescription reflects the law as 
developed by judgments and statutory changes over a period of 
more than twenty years since the publication of the first edition. 
The principles of extinctive prescription have been scrutinised by 
the courts in numerous reported cases over this period. The new 
edition also examines the principles governing the co-existence 
of the 1969 Prescription Act and prescription or time limitation 
provisions in other statutes, with reference to certain prominent 
examples. A new chapter deals with procedure. Reported cases 
continue to illustrate the practical importance of extinctive 
prescription and the thorough analysis of theory and policy 
required for its application.

Soft cover 402 pages R750

ZAR
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KwaZulu-Natal

Judy Marlene Singh was born in 
Pentrich, Pietermaritzburg and grew 
up in Lidgetton, in the KwaZulu-Natal 
Midlands. She completed matric at ML 
Secondary School in Pietermaritzburg in 
1978.

Judy joined the Pietermaritzburg Bar 
in 1999 where she served pupillage with 
Justice Trevor Gorven. She completed 
her B. Proc and LLB degrees at Natal 
University whilst she was employed 
as a banker. Her career in banking 
spanned 15 years. She also taught at 
Pietermaritzburg Indian Girls High 

Cas Pretorius matriculated from Grey 
College, whereafter he was enrolled 
for compulsory military service. He 
completed his B.Iuris and LL.B. degrees 
at the University of the Free State as a 
part time student, whilst serving five 
years’ articles with the firm Naudes in 
Bloemfontein. 

He was admitted as an attorney 
in 1991 and practised as such in 
Pietermaritzburg until he joined the 
Pietermaritzburg Bar in 1999. His 
areas of practice include commercial 
law, banking law, insolvency law, the 

law of property and administrative 
law. Cas has been involved in pupil 
training as a lecturer since 2013. He 
is married to Stella, who runs her 
own craft manufacturing business in 
Pietermaritzburg, and they have four 
sons. Cas is a member of His People 
Church in Pietermaritzburg, where he 
is occasionally called upon to preach. 
He is a keen photographer (both digital 
and film, the latter which he processes in 
his darkroom at home). In his younger 
days, Cas used to run the Comrades 
marathon.

and Howick Secondary Schools for 
approximately two years.

Judy is married to Pranesh, a retired 
engineer and they have two children, 
Brett and Michaela who have pursued 
careers in the medical profession.

Her field of practice is mainly 
personal injury matters and 
administrative law. 

Her hobbies are: reading; gardening; 
listening to music; cooking; travel and 
dancing. Judy is extensively involved in 
church ministry and is also involved in 
numerous community projects.

Hoosen Gani was born in Pietermaritzburg 
and joined the KZN Bar in 1999. He 
matriculated at the M L Sultan Secondary 
School in Pietermaritzburg and completed 
the degrees of B Com, LLB and LLM cum 
laude at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 
He is presently completing his doctorate 
in law and special areas of interest are 
corporate law and tax. 

Hoosen holds full chambers at Durban 
and Pietermaritzburg as well as additional 
chambers at Umhlanga Ridge. He has 
been actively involved in Bar matters since 
joining the KZN Bar, presently serves as 
the Deputy Convenor of the National 
Bar Examination Board (NBEB) and as 
Deputy Chairperson of the Bar Council 
of the KZN Society of Advocates. He also 
serves on various Bar Committees and 

has represented the Bar and the GCB in 
litigation.

Hoosen has lectured corporate law and 
acted as external examiner for many years 
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. He 
also sits as a Judge for the International 
Law Students Association (Washington 
DC); chairs the Special Board for Income 
Tax Appeals; lectures pupil advocates in 
Ethics and lectures candidate attorneys for 
the Law Society of South Africa (LSSA), 
as part of their Practical Legal Training 
programme. 

Hoosen’s main areas of practice are 
corporate law and constitutional and 
administrative law. He is married to 
Tasneem and they have two children, Hala 
and Adam. His other main interests are 
current affairs and motor sports. 
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Thandanani Mthembu was born in 
Msinga, KwaZulu-Natal on 19 September 
1970 and grew up in Pietermaritzburg. 
He matriculated in 1991 at Cabangokuhle 
High School in Msinga. He thereafter 
went on to study at the University 
of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban Campus 
where he obtained a BProc in 1996 
and an LLB in 1997. In 1998, he began 
pupillage at the Pietermaritzburg Bar 
and passed the Bar exams in June 1998. 
On 1 July 1998, Mthembu commenced 
his practice at the Pietermaritzburg 
Bar. He has served as a member of 

the KZN Bar Council, and its various 
committees and on the Pietermaritzburg 
Bar Committee. Mthembu has also 
acted as a Judge of the High Court of 
South Africa - KwaZulu-Natal Division, 
Pietermaritzburg. Mthembu specialises 
in civil litigation, which includes: Delict, 
Contract, Engineering and Construction 
Law, Administrative Law, Constitutional 
Law, Law of Property and Land Reform. 
He is married with two children. His wife 
Lindiwe is a nurse by profession. 

PIETERMARITZBURG NEW 
SILKS CELEBRATORY EVENT

As a tribute to the four counsel taking 
silk, a celebratory function was held 

at the Society of Advocates, Pietermar-
itzburg on the evening of 13 September 
2019. Hoosen Gani (who practices in 
Durban and Pietermaritzburg), Cas 
Pretorius, Judy Singh and Thandanani 
Mthembu hosted a traditional silk func-

KwaZulu-Natal

tion, which was attended by members of 
the Pietermaritzburg and Durban Bars. 
KZN Deputy Judge President Isaac Ma-
dondo and Judges Gorven, Van Zyl and 
Poyo-Dlwati all attended the function. 
Madondo DJP himself practised at the 
Pietermaritzburg Bar and recounted fond 
anecdotes about each of the new silks 

and conveyed his best wishes to them. 
All four of the new silks commenced 
practice at roughly the same time and 
have been good friends since. The 
evening was warm and eventful with 
good food, good company and the best 
of spirits.

Left to right Judge Gorven, T.S.I. Mthembu SC, C. Pretorius SC, Judge Poyo-Dlwati, Deputy 
Judge President Madondo, H.S. Gani SC and J.M. Singh SC.
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KwaZulu-Natal

FUTURE LEADERS SYMPOSIUM 
2019
by Muhammad Zakaria Suleman, 
Durban

Durban had more than its sparkling 
beaches to boast about this year. It 

also hosted the annual General Council 
of the Bar Future Leaders Symposium 
at the Elangeni Hotel on 28 and 29 June. 
Twenty-five delegates attended from vari-
ous Bars around the country. 

A dinner was held on the Friday night 
and was formally opened by the KwaZulu-
Natal Bar Chairperson, Griffits Madonsela 
SC. He introduced the theme for this 
year’s symposium: ‘Advocacy; Leadership 
and Transformation at the Bar in light of the 
Legal Practice Act’.

And a fitting theme this was. The 
transition and adaptation to the Bar is 
a difficult one for juniors, more so now 
with the introduction of the LPA. Alive to 
these difficulties facing our future leaders, 
Andrea Gabriel SC began the Saturday 
morning with a talk on the future of 
advocates at the Bar in the light of the LPA.

This set the stage for a panel discussion 
between Andrea Gabriel SC, Spiko 
Dickson SC and Sibusiso Mlondo. Dickson 
SC took the delegates through a journey 
of the pupillage programme and how it 
developed over the years. Mlondo then 
gave his perspective of the pupillage 

programme as an advocate practicing for 
just over a year.

With this topic being so close to home, 
the delegates engaged in a discussion 
on what practical steps can be taken to 
develop the Bar and its members based on 
their experiences.

The sessions ended with Carol Sibiya, 
then Acting Judge, presenting a detailed 
discussion on her recent judgment 
challenging the constitutionality of the 
LPA in Independent Institute of Education 
(PTY) Ltd v KZN Law Society and others. Her 
presentation allowed delegates insight 
into the process of her judicial thinking, 
leading to the conclusion she reached. 
The confirmation of that decision is now 
awaited from the Constitutional Court.

In the true spirit of “future leaders”, 
the programme director was a junior 
of just over five years standing, Bonga 
Mthethwa, who did a sterling job of 
singlehandedly organising and hosting the 
formal session, and ensuring the delegates 
were comfortable and taken care of.

The diverse line-up of speakers 
embraced a transformed vision of 
the legal profession. The symposium 
recognised the role future leaders play 
and the discussions included listening 
to the views of young practitioners. It 
focused on analysing and critiquing our 
current pupillage programme and gaining 
feedback on how it can prepare future 
advocates as leaders within the realm of 
the LPA.
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ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL 
ADVOCACY TRAINING KEBLE 
COLLEGE 2019 
by Perlene Bramdhew, Durban

This August, I was 
one of two fortunate 
South Africans given 
the opportunity 
by the GCB to 
attend the South 
Eastern Bar Mess 

Foundation’s Advanced International 
Advocacy Training program, held at 
Oxford University’s Keble College. 
Coined “Keble College” due to its venue, 
the program is a leading international 
course that is convened annually.

When I found out that I was selected 
to be a participant this year, I was 
naturally both excited and anxious. I am, 
grateful to Warren Shapiro (a friend and 
previous Keble College participant) for 
alleviating this anxiety and constantly 
encouraging me about the benefits of 
attending this program.

The course is attended by participants 
and trainers from all around the globe, 
and provides the best opportunity for 
training and interaction. I trained with 
and was trained by numerous advocates 
and Judges from the UK, Ireland, Hong 
Kong, Australia, New Zealand, the USA 
and, of course, South Africa.

The main aspects covered during 
the five days at Keble College were 
witness handling, appellate advocacy and 
expert witness examination. While there 
was a lot of fun and laughs during the 
week, make no mistake – the program 
is demanding. It requires intense and 
adequate preparation and concentration. 
That being said, the ambience within 
the walls of the oldest university in the 
English-speaking world was surreal and 
enchanting. I also managed to extend 
my stay to watch my favourite English 
football team live in action. And although 
they lost the match, the experience was 
incomparable.

Being an advocate of seven years 
call, I can attest to my Keble College 

experience being life-changing. It 
helped me grow both personally and 
professionally. The high standard of 
advocacy training is awe-inspiring and 
allows for growth in confidence. I am 
now back in South Africa with a renewed 
sense of motivation and an eagerness 
to impart this knowledge and skills to 
others.

We in South Africa convene similar 
advocacy training programs. I can 
confidently affirm that the standard 
of our local courses mirror that of an 
international course, such as Keble 
College. I urge those seeking to enhance 
and grow their advocacy skills to take 
every possible opportunity to attend an 
international or local course.

PUPILLAGE, THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING
by Byron Jackson and Terusha Pillay

KwaZulu-Natal

(rule 43), Jabu Thobela – Mkhulisi (rules 
23 and 30) and Zak Suleman (rule 16A). 
The speakers explained each rule, took us 
through the sample document prepared 
under that rule and answered questions.

There was unanimous agreement 
among the attendees that the workshop 
was beneficial. 

The logistical side – arranging the 
venue, circulating invitations and 
coordinating responses was shouldered 
by the authors, Terusha Pillay and 
Byron Jackson, who are both first year 
practitioners at the Durban Bar.

This opportunity is taken to thank all 
those involved especially to the Chairman 
of the Bar Council and the Council 
itself for supporting and funding this 
invaluable initiative. A

The 2018 and 2019 pupils of the Kwa-
Zulu-Natal Bar recently attended a 

Uniform Rules of Court Workshop over 
two afternoons. The attendees were lec-
tured on the Rules of Court which are 
commonly encountered in motion and 
trial practice. In addition, they were pro-
vided with comprehensive precedents 
and sample documents prepared under 
each rule.

Alan Boulle convened the workshop 
and together with Glen Thatcher SC dealt 
with the rules not covered by the other 
speakers. Members of the KwaZulu-
Natal Bar who lectured on specific rules 
were Anna Annandale SC (rules 18 and 
22), Griffits Madonsela SC (rule 37), Paul 
Wallis (rule 36), Lisa Olsen (rule 6), Niki 
Beket (rules 46 and 46A), Sian Clarence 
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Grahamstown Bar
Contributed by Thomas Miller

FAREWELL TO JUDGES PLASKET 
AND PICKERING
The Eastern Cape Society of Advocates 
bid a fond farewell to Judges Pickering 
and Plasket at a well-attended event in 
Grahamstown, with Justice Froneman and 
Geoff Budlender SC delivering moving 
farewell speeches. 

Judge Pickering was appointed to 
the bench in 1992 and after serving 
in Mthatha for four years has served 
in Grahamstown from 1996 until his 
retirement this year. 

Judge Plasket was appointed to the 
bench in 2003 and after acting in the 
Supreme Court of Appeal between 2012 
and 2019, was permanently appointed to 
the Supreme Court of Appeal on 1 June 
2019.

The Eastern Cape legal fraternity is 
grateful for the contribution that Judges 
Pickering and Plasket have made to the 
administration of justice in the Eastern 
Cape and, while they will be greatly 
missed, we wish them the best in all of 
their future endeavours. 

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENT
Motilal Sunil Rugunanan is congratulated 
on his appointment to the Eastern Cape 
Bench. 

Judge Rugunanan completed his LLB 
degree at Rhodes University and served 
his articles of clerkship at the firms B. 
Sandi and Co and then at Dullabh and 
Co in Grahamstown. After completing his 
articles Judge Rugunanan was admitted 
as an attorney of the Supreme Court 
of South Africa, Eastern Cape Division. 
Thereafter he was employed by the 
Department of Justice as an Estates 
examiner before being admitted as an 
Advocate of the Supreme Court of South 
Africa and completing his pupillage with 
the Eastern Cape Society of Advocates, 
Grahamstown in 2001.

During his 18 years of practice in 
Grahamstown Judge Rugunanan has 
been a committed member of the Bar 
and has provided invaluable assistance 
to the bar council in various capacities. 
He has further actively contributed to 
the communities of Grahamstown and 
Somerset East as a Small Claims Court 
Commissioner. 

NEW SILK
David de la Harpe is congratulated on his 
appointment as senior counsel with effect 
from 30 July 2019.

De la Harpe SC graduated from 
Rhodes University with an LLB degree 
and after serving his articles of clerkship 
with Netteltons attorneys he was 
admitted as an attorney of the Supreme 
Court of South Africa, Eastern Cape 
Division.

After successfully practising as an 
attorney for 16 years de la Harpe SC 
joined the Eastern Cape Society of 
Advocates on 15 December 2003. His other 
interests include fishing, hunting and 
competitive clay target shooting.

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
Margaux Beard, Jannie Coltman, Sunil 
Rugunanan and Sarah Sephton held 
acting appointments as judges of the 
Eastern Cape Division during the course 
of the year. A
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Polokwane Bar
Contributed by  Nathi Gaisa

POLOKWANE SOCIETY OF ADVOCATES HELD 
ITS FIRST MANDELA MONTH EVENT
by Adv M M Malatji 

POLOKWANE BAR WOMEN 
CELEBRATE WOMEN’S 
MONTH
by Adv M M Malatji

Women members of the Polokwane 
Bar celebrated Women’s Month by 
hosting a celebration lunch at Hayani 
Guest House, Polokwane on 30 
August 2019.

The event was attended by 18 
people, among them three officials 
from Legal Aid South Africa, two State 
Attorneys, ten Advocates and three 
Administration staff members from 
Polokwane Society of Advocates.

 Adv. Maria Malatji was the 
programme director. Addressing 
the women present, Adv. Zanele 
Ndlokovane chronicled the challenges 
faced by women at the Bar. Adv. 
Cindy Marais introduced the guest 
speaker, Ms Mpho Kgabi, head of 
Limpopo and Mpumalanga Legal 
Aid South Africa, who delivered the 
keynote address. Adv Liza Tsatsi SC 
conveyed closing remarks. 

The momentous occasion gave 
birth to a committee, which will serve 
as contact between the Bar and Legal 
Aid South Africa, Polokwane. One of 
the duties of the committee will be to 
assist in the distribution of pro bono 
work amongst members. This event 
was, without doubt, a success.

and learners welcomed the Polokwane 
Bar by holding a special midday assembly. 
During the assembly, needy learners 
were identified by the principal and her 
staff. The recipients could not hide their 
excitement and immediately started 
trying on their new shoes and could not 
take them off. 

It was a fulfilling, humbling and 
emotional moment to be able to put a 
smile on the faces of the learners who, in 
appreciation, could not stop smiling.

The Polokwane Bar held its first Man-
dela Day event at Ernest Matlou 

Primary School in Blood River, Limpopo 
Province. 

Members of the Polokwane Bar 
contributed towards the success of the 
event by buying various items for the 
learners. These included pairs of school 
shoes, packs of sanitary towels, bath soap 
and toothpaste. They were distributed to 
learners at the school on 26 July 2019.

The principal of the school, teachers 
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NEW LIFE WAS GROWING 
INSIDE HER
by Cindy Marais
(assisted by Nathi Gaisa)

“Do not wait; the time will never be 
‘just right. ’Start where you stand, 
and work with whatever tools you 
may have at your command, and 
better tools will be found as you go 
along.” — George Herbert

These words shook her out of the 
horns of the dilemma she found 

herself on when, subsequent to being 
accepted for the 2019 pupillage pro-
gram at the Polokwane Bar, Sefahamela 
Chegofatso discovered that she had 
conceived, and new life was growing 
inside her. Along with this discovery 
came a series of other legitimate con-
cerns; would she be able to cope with 
such an intensive program given her 
new circumstances? 

This difficult situation coincided 
with the release of her results for the 
attorneys’ board exams. She began to 
toy with the idea of postponing her 
long-held desire to embark on the 
pupillage program, opting rather, to 
apply for admission as an attorney until 
the baby would be old enough for her to 
undergo the program. 

Further complicating her situation, 
and limiting her options, was that she 
had already resigned from her previous 
employ as a candidate attorney. It meant 
that she would have to apply for a 
position as a newly admitted attorney. 
As most would know, this is not an easy 
process. 

After wrestling with these competing 
options, by the time the pupillage 
program commenced in January 2019, 
she had made her decision. She was 
now an official pupil of the Polokwane 
Bar. Everyone seemed excited but for 
her, there was an undeniable sense of 
uncertainty of what the program would 
entail in the coming months. 

Within a few weeks of classes, 
following the commencement of the 
program, she had learned so much that 
there was simply no turning back. It was 
in these few weeks that the entire team 
quickly realised the volume of work 
they would be expected to cover.

With each passing week, it became 

evident, and most seniors emphasised it, 
that the pupillage team’s biggest enemy 
would be time. Between preparing for 
and attending classes, reading, making 
notes and summaries of voluminous 
work, they also had to make time to 
study. Sefahamela anticipated that she 
would face difficulties studying towards 
the end of the program – at which 
time she would be heavily pregnant. 
Consequently, she had to dedicate a lot 
of time to reading and summarising her 
work in the early days of the program. 

At a personal level, fatigue was 
the toughest challenge that she faced. 
This was compounded by her physical 
situation. Gradually, the continuous 
engagement with the different modules 
on a daily basis, and the 60km daily 
travels from Mokopane to Polokwane 
began to take their toll on her. There 
was a point she was always tired and 
started experiencing serious back pains. 
This made studying difficult but with 
the support of her fellow classmates, 
who were readily available to assist her, 
either by carrying her bags or bringing 
her food and water, she managed to 
keep up and attended all classes. 

It was during this period that a good 
friend Adv. T Modisane took it upon 
himself to pick her up from the taxi 
rank every morning (six blocks from 
the High Court/Bar) and drop her off 
at the hiking point or taxi rank every 
afternoon. She was also fortunate to 
receive support from the staff and other 
members of the Polokwane Bar who 
offered advice and had an open-door 
policy for the pupillage team to engage 
them on problematic areas of the law. 

The period from the trial advocacy 
training at Mabula to the mock exams 
and then giving birth a week after 
the mock exams was the most intense 
roller coaster Sefahamela had yet to 

experience. Time went by so quickly and 
before she knew it, exams were finally 
“here”. She had to stay optimistic and 
do all that she could to ensure that she 
was up to date; from studying during 
the day while the baby was asleep, to 
studying with baby on her lap when 
he was awake. Though tiring, it was 
enough motivation for her to push 
herself beyond comfort. She owed it to 
herself and all those who believed in 
her. 

The program has taught her that it 
is imperative to maintain self-discipline 
and a high level of time management in 
order to get things done on time. When 
the going got tough and emotions were 
high, she would often remember the 
words of her former principal Ms. K 
Mogashoa – “always remember why 
you are here; you determine the kind of 
lawyer you want to be”. 

Her call to the coming pupils is 
to push themselves beyond their 
comfort – from studying to restraint and 
resilience, to go beyond just believing in 
themselves by putting in the work.

Final exams went by quickly and 
before they knew it, there was so much 
calmness and free time that most had 
no idea what do with it. They left their 
hearts, prayers and hard work on paper, 
and returned for the long wait. What 
followed was a time of intense anxiety. 
It was palpable that the year of sacrifice, 
not only for her but also for those who 
supported her came to a sudden halt. 
“Surely I will pass” turned to “I have to 
pass” and closer to the day of the results, 
her prayer of “I gave it my all please let 
me pass” was said more often than not – 
and surely enough she passed. 

She can finally say, “veni vidi vici”, 
because, indeed, she came, she saw and 
she conquered. 

Polokwane
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ACTING APPOINTMENTS FROM 2018 
2019 (as at 04/10/2019) FOR THE HIGH 
COURT, LIMPOPO DIVISION

Appointments for 2018
•	 Mr	Desmond	Nair,	Chief	Magistrate	of	Pretoria	for	
the	period	29 January 2018 to 31 March 2018

•	 Mr	Maanda	Madima	an	Attorney	of	Thohoyandou	
for	the	period	16 April 2018 to 25 May 2018

•	 Ms	Lizzy	Rambau	an	Attorney	of	Thohoyandou	
for	the	period	28 may 2018 to 30 June 2018

•	 Mr	MI	Mangena	an	Attorney	of	Polokwane	for	the	
period	of 1 June 2018 to 21 September 2018

•	 Mr	Desmond	Nair,	Chief	Magistrate	of	Pretoria	for	
the	period	30 July to 23 September 2018

•	 Adv	MS	Sikhwari	of	Thohoyandou	for	the	period	
of 8 October 2018 to December 2018

Appointments for 2019
•	 Adv	MS	Sikhwari	of	Thohoyandou	for	the	period	
of 28 January 2019 to February 2019

•	 Mr	MI	Mangena	an	Attorney	of	Polokwane	for	the	
period	of	1	March	2019	to	31	March	2019

•	 Adv	LGP	Ledwaba	for	the	period	of	15 April 2019 
to 30 June 2019

•	 Ms	Antolize	Lamminga,	a	Regional	Court	
Magistrate	in	Tzaneen	for	the	period	of 29 July 
2019 to 13 September 2019.

•	 Adv	Beauty	Madavha	of	the	Polokwane	Bar	for	
the	period	of 29 July 2019 to 30 November 2019

•	 Mr	Maanda	Madima	an	Attorney	of	Thohoyandou	
for	the	period	of 01 August 2019 to 20 September 
2019. A
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Pretoria Bar
Contributed by Johan Holland-Müter SC

BRONZE BUST IN HONOUR 
OF THE LIMPOPO JUDGE 
PRESIDENT
by John-Holland Müter SC
(Courtesy of Endy Senyatsi of the 
Polokwane Observer)

Members of the legal fraternity came 
out in numbers to witness the un-

veiling of a bronze bust of Judge President 
Ephraim Makgoba during a ceremony 
at the newly inaugurated High Court in 
Polokwane in Limpopo. Judge Makgoba 
is the first Judge President appointed to 
the new Limpopo High Court on the 4th of 
July 2019.

The unveiling was attended by 
various dignitaries and role-players in 
the province. Transport and Community 
Safety MEC for Limpopo, Dickson 
Masemola said that occasions like this 
were rare in the province but that the 
Judge President was a worthy person 
to be honoured in this way. The bust, 
according to the MEC, is a recognition 
of the judge-president’s hard work and 
commitment to the legal fraternity in the 
province. 

The Polokwane Society of Advocates’ 
Chairperson William Mokhari SC thanked 
the Pretoria Society of Advocates for the 
initiative taken, since the local Bar is still in 
its infancy.

The Pretoria Society of Advocates’ 
current Chairperson, Motimele SC and 
past Chairperson Botes SC were among 
the dignitaries attending the unveiling 
ceremony. Botes SC played a leading role 
in the fulfilment of the project. The bust 

was commissioned to encourage legal 
practitioners to strive for excellence in 
their field and to motivate employees at 
the court to reach for the stars and carry 
out their duties to the best of their abilities.

This tribute is particularly applicable 
to the judge president who started the 
Limpopo High Court from scratch. The 
judge president, in response, said the 
sculpture came as a total surprise to 

him and that he was not aware that his 
work and contribution to the law society 
was recognised to such an extent. He 
said that the bust will push him to work 
even harder and he thanked the Pretoria 
Society of Advocates for this amazing 
work of art. He ended off by stating that 
when he retires in years to come, he may 
take the bust with him. A small gesture for 
a remarkable man.
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MS (Simon) 
Mangolele
Simon matriculated 
in Limpopo village of 
Ratole at the Mabake 
High School. He 
obtained the B IURIS 
and LLB degrees at 
the University of the 

North (now Limpopo University). He joined 
the Pretoria Bar during 1996, but left and 
practiced independently between March 
2006 and September 2009 before re-joining 
the Pretoria Bar on 1 October 2009. Simon 
is married with three daughters. Like any 
devoted father, he is manipulated by his 
daughters. Simon is the Chairperson of 
his church’s community and is a devout 
member of his church. In his free time, 
Simon escapes into nature (wild parks) and 
R&B music is food for his soul. Simon served 
on the Bar Council for one year.

MM (Irma) 
Lingenfelder
Irma matriculated at 
Afrikaanse Meisies 
Hoërskool in Pretoria 
and obtained the 
LLB degree at the 
University of Pretoria. 
She completed her 

articles and was admitted as an attorney 
in 1986. She practiced as an attorney and 
became a senior associate at FSF Attorneys 
before joining the Pretoria Bar in 2004. She 
specialises in personal injuries and medical 
negligence claims. Irma is married to Nic 
Maritz SC and they have three children. 
Beside the law, Irma has a passion for the 
culinary arts and also holds a diploma in 
photography. She is passionate about wildlife 
and loves music over many genres. She is a 
lady for all seasons. 

HOR (Oupa) Modisa
Oupa matriculated at 
Vlakfontein Technical 
High School and 
obtained the B IURIS 
and LLB degrees at 
Vista University. Oupa 
joined the Pretoria 
Bar during 2001. He 

served on the Bar Council for one term and 
is involved in the subcommittees of the 
Bar. Oupa is married with one child. Oupa 
has wide interests ranging from hunting, 
reading non-fiction books and listening to 
music from jazz to classical music. He loves 
animation and action and drama movies. 
Locally he is a sturdy Mamelodi Sundowns 
supporter and abroad few teams rank higher 
than Barcelona and Liverpool. He enjoys 
cricket and supports the Proteas. All in all, 
Oupa is a balanced person who enjoys his 
work but also knows how to relax.

HJ (Henk) De Wet
Henk is a born and 
bred Lions supporter 
who matriculated at 
Florida High School 
before obtaining the 
LLB degree at the then 
Randse Afrikaanse 
University (University 

of Johannesburg). He was a prosecutor 
before joining the Office of the State 
Attorney in Pretoria. He was promoted to the 
rank of Senior State Attorney before joining 
the Pretoria Bar during 1989. Henk has three 
children. His has a passion for the outdoors, 
in particular the Chobe nature reserve. 

NEW SILKS AT THE PRETORIA BAR
The following members were appointed by the State President as Senior Advocates with effect from 30 July 2019

M (Marius) Snyman
Marius attended 
Meyerspark and 
Skuilkrans primary 
schools before 
matriculating at 
Silverton High 
School. He obtained 
the LLB degree at 

the University of Pretoria and worked part 
time during his studies as a petrol station 
manager and at the CSIR to collect samples 
and data. He served articles at Haasbroek 
& Boezaart Attorneys, before joining the 
Pretoria Bar during 1993. Marius is actively 
involved in pupil training and his Motion 
Court manual is of help to pupils preparing 
for the examinations. Marius is married with 
four children. Marius is a keen cyclist, Blue 
Bull supporter and classical music lover.

AM (Marius) Heystek
Marius matriculated 
at Pietersburg 
High School before 
attending the 
then University of 
Potchefstroom where 
he obtained the LLB 
and LLM degrees. 

Marius was admitted as an attorney during 
1995 before joining the Pretoria Bar in 1996. 
He is married with two children. Marius is 
a keen photographer and when not behind 
the lens cap, he recharges his soul in the 
Drakensberg. He is a keen fly fisherman and 
has a fondness for Rhodes in the Eastern 
Cape, where he relaxes with his family. A 
good book also helps him to forget about the 
daily legal issues that consumes all his time 
in Pretoria.
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M (Makhosi) Gwala
Makhosi was born 
in the small village 
of KwaBhacu in the 
Eastern Cape where 
he attended Sodladla 
Primary School 
and matriculated at 
Zibokwana Senior 

Secondary School. He became a taxi queue 
marshall at the Mdantsane Taxi Rank before 
enrolling for the B Iuris and LLB degrees at 
the University of Transkei. He started with 
articles at an attorney’s firm in East London 
and was admitted as an attorney during 
2001. He answered the Bar’s calling and 
enrolled as a pupil at the Pretoria Bar at the 
beginning of 2006 and has been in practice 
at the Bar since. He has acted in the Eastern 
Cape and the Gauteng High Court since 
2015. Although he enjoys to sing, he restricts 
himself to this in church only and, his wife 
permitting, has a keen interest in gardening. 

PA (André) Swanepoel
André matriculated at 
Pionier High School 
in the northern part 
of Kwa-Zulu Natal. 
He then obtained his 
LLB degree at the 
(then) Potchefstroom 
University and his 

Master’s Degree in Tax Law at the University 
of Pretoria. André joined the Pretoria Bar in 
1996 and served on the Bar Council during 
2009/2010. André is married and the proud 
father of two daughters. His speciality in Tax 
Law has taken him abroad to Hong Kong, 
Switzerland and London. He enjoys reading 
fiction and biographies in his free time when 
not pursuing his passion as a private fixed-
wing and helicopter pilot. Although a tax 
specialist, he does not see everything in little 
square boxes. 

JL (Jannet) Gildenhuys
Jannet matriculated 
at Potchefstroom 
Gymnasium and 
obtained the 
LLB degree at 
the University of 
Potchefstroom (Now 
University of North 

West). She obtained the LLM degree at 
the Emory University of Atlanta (USA) 
in International Law, Human Rights and 
Constitutional Law. She also obtained the 
LLD degree at the University of Stellenbosch 
in Constitutional Law. She served on the 
Bar Council for one term and was a lecturer 
at Unisa for two years before joining the 
Pretoria Bar during 1999. Jannet is married 
with three children. She is addicted to 
reading (not only legal works) and is an avid 
music lover. She relaxes in the outdoors by 
hiking and breaking away to the wild to 
enjoy the sanctuary of nature.

CH (Harry) Van 
Bergen
Harry matriculated at 
Afrikaanse Hoërskool 
vir Seuns (Affies) 
in Pretoria before 
obtaining the LLB 
degree at Tukkies 
(University of Pretoria). 

Harry is married with three children. He 
obtained the LLB degree at Tukkies before 
doing national service as a Law Officer 
at the Waterkloof Air Force Base. He was 
admitted as an advocate during 1981 but 
removed himself from the roll to serve 
articles and became an attorney during 
1985. He was a professional assistant and 
later a director of a well-known attorney’s 
firm in Blue Bull Country before joining the 
Pretoria Bar during 2003. Harry is a man of 
many interests. He reads widely in general 
history, aviation and military history. His 
music interest ranges from blues, classical 
music, to jazz and rock. He is a keen Blue 
Bulls supporter and enjoys gymnastics. He 
is a nature lover and when the opportunity 
arises, will breakaway to the family farm in 
the Hoedspruit area. He has an interest in 
broad visual arts and likes to travel. There are 
few dull moments in his life.

MD (David) 
Mohlamonyane
David was born 
in Cullinan where 
he completed his 
education at Motheo 
and Balebageng 
(meaning ‘thank 
them’) Primary 

Schools and Mamelodi High School. After 
taking a year’s break he enrolled for a 
Diploma in Law at the then University of 
the North (Turfloop) before joining the 
Department of Justice as a prosecutor and 
later a magistrate in Lebowa Kgomo. He re-
entered Turfloop to complete the LLB degree 
and returned as magistrate in Makwaraleng 
outside Mokopane. He resigned in 1996 
to undergo pupillage at the Pretoria Bar 
and joined the Bar in 2000. He is an active 
member of several subcommittees of the 
Bar. David is married with two boys. David 
is a ‘Brazilian’ (Sundowns) and Blue Bulls 
supporter. He loves to travel and the Kruger 
National Park ranks on top of his list of most 
visited places. He loves nature and St Lucia 
also sees him often. His interests cover a 
broad spectrum with a particular fondness 
for travel magazines and The Reader’s Digest. 
He is also a lover of Gospel music. 

J (John) Holland-
Müter
John matriculated at 
Generaal Hertzog High 
School in Witbank 
(now Emahlaleni) in 
Mpumalanga before 
obtaining the B Iuris 
(UP) and LLB (Unisa) 

degrees and joined the Department of Justice 
as a clerk, prosecutor, magistrate and later, 
lecturer at the Justice College. John joined 
the Pretoria Bar in 1998 and has acted as 
a judge in the Pretoria and Johannesburg 
High Courts on numerous occasions. John 
has served on the Bar Council since 2010 
and is actively involved in various sub-
committees and the training of pupils. He 
has also served on the School Governing 
Bodies of the Rietfontein Primary School 
and the Wonderboom High School for 15 
years. He is married with three daughters 
and one grandson. He is an amateur grower 
of various species of clivias (clivia minata and 
clivia nobilis). During the flowering season 
there are more than 250 flowering plants 
on display in his garden. He loves music 
(in particular classical music) and is a keen 
reader of various non-fiction biographies, 
World War II memoirs and poetry (Breyten 
Breytenbach in particular). Croatia is one of 
the countries he will revisit. 
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E (Ephriam) Seima
Ephriam was born 
and bred in Pretoria. 
He attended school 
in Atteridgeville in 
Pretoria and then 
went to the University 
of Turfloop (now 
Limpopo) where 

he obtained the B Iuris degree. He started 
with articles at E I Moosa Attorneys and 
completed the LLB degree via the University 
of Vista. His love for the law was stimulated 
by Judge Moseneke and Sithole SC (a former 
senior member of the Pretoria Bar). He 
joined the Bar during 1997. He is married 
with three children. He is a devoted member 
of the Christian Presbyterian Church and a 
family man. He supports Chelsea and the 
‘Brazilians’ (Sundowns), Lewis Hamilton 
and the Mercedes F1 team. Jazz and classical 
music with stars such as Hugh Masekela, 
Andrea Bocelli, Aretha Franklin and Pavarotti 
all have special places in his collection. He 
has travelled throughout Africa, Europe and 
America. He loves nature and has visited 
Chobe, Victoria Falls and the Garden Route 
locally. He loves reading classic works and 
works by the Dalai Lama. 

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
The following members of the Pretoria Bar held acting appointments in the Gauteng Division Pretoria

FMM (Frances) 
Snyman
Frances matriculated 
at Rustenburg High 
School. She was a 
part time student and 
a fulltime member 
of the South African 
Police Services since 

1991. After being a uniform member for 
some years, she worked at the VIP section 
and obtained the National Police Diploma. 
This prompted her to continue with her 
legal studies and she obtained the LLB 
degree from Unisa. She was promoted to the 
rank of Captain before joining the Pretoria 
Bar during June 2002. Frances is an active 
member of the Professional and Ethics 
subcommittee of the Pretoria Bar Council 
for the past 15 years and served on the Bar 
Council for two years. She is married and her 
husband is her best chef in the world. 

PF (Piet) Pretorius
Piet was born in 
Lydenburg and 
matriculated at 
Hoërskool Bergsig 
in Rustenburg. He 
obtained the BLC 
LLB degree at the 
University of Pretoria 

and joined the Department of Justice as 
a prosecutor. After prosecuting in various 
Magisterial districts, he was transferred 
to the Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions. During 1993 he was promoted 
to the rank of Senior State Advocate. He 
joined the Pretoria Bar on 1 February 1997 
and specialises in criminal law. Outside the 
Bar, Piet served on the school governing 
body of Laerskool Monumentpark for nine 
years. He is actively involved in the training 
of pupils. Piet is happily married with three 
children. Although his family is number one 
in his life, they only rank slightly ahead of his 
passion for his favourite Blue Bulls team. He 
is a collector of scarce Blue Bull memorabilia 
jerseys and, should time allow, he collects 
good red wine and reads sport and history. 

Second Term 2019
NGD Maritz SC

20 to 24 May 2019
R Du Plessis SC

10 to 14 June 2019
JJ Strijdom SC

15 April to 28 June 2019
ZZ Matebese SC

27 to 31 May 2019
M Snyman

06 to 10 May 2019
PA Swanepoel

22 April to 03 May 2019
J Vlok 

13 to 17 May 2019
Y Coertzen

29 April to 03 May 2019
G Jacobs

03 to 07 May 2019
DM Mohlamonyane

15 to 26 April 2019
CAC Korf

22 to 26 April 2019
SM Maritz

29 April to 03 May 2019
J Rust

27 to 31 May 2019
GT Avvakoumides

15 to 19 April 2019

Recess
F Diedericks SC

22 to 26 July 2019
DB Du Preez SC

01 to 05 July 2019
08 to 12 July 2019

J Holland-Müter
8 to 12 July 2019

MH Van Twisk
15 to 19 July 2019
22 to 26 July 2019

N Erasmus
01 to 05 July 2019
15 to 19 July 2019

M Gwala
01 to 05 July 2019

A Granova
08 to 12 July 2019

A (Adrian) Vorster
15 to 19 July 2019
22 to 26 July 2019

RA Slater
08 to 12 July 2019

Third Term 2019
LI Vorster SC

29 July to 16 August 2019
AJ Louw SC

19 to 23 August 2019
DM Leathern SC

12 to 16 August 2019
FW Botes SC

05 to 08 August 2019
HK Kooverjie SC

09 to 20 September 2019
HR Fourie SC

29 July to 02 August 2019
LC Haupt SC

29 July to 02 August 2019
J Holland-Müter SC

19 August to 20 September 
2019

PA Swanepoel SC
29 July to 20 September 
2019

FMM Snyman SC
12 to 30 August 2019

P Nonyane
02 to 6 September 2019

Pretoria

Recess
LI Vorster SC

23 to 27 September 2019
F Diedericks SC

30 September to 04 October 
2019

DB Du Preez SC
23 to 27 September 2019

FA Ras SC 
23 to 27 September 2019

LC Haupt SC
23 to 27 September 2019

E Seima SC
23 to 27 September 2019

RA Slater
23 to 27 September 2019

CR Van Onselen
23 to 27 September 2019

F Pauer
23 to 27 September 2019 A
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THE INTERVIEW:
DEPUTY JUDGE 
PRESIDENT PHINEAS 
MOJAPELO TALKS TO 
ADVOCATE

O
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kosi

The DJP of the Johannesburg 
Local Division talks to Lwandile 
Sisilana about the Commercial 
Court, the law of prescription 
and being at university with 
Onkgopotse Tiro
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Good morning Judge. Thanks very much for agreeing to 
interview on so short a notice. Can I ask you where and when 
you were born?

Well I’m not quite sure where my … is. I’m here, I must have 
been at some time but I was born in Limpopo. What was the 
second leg – when?

Yes, but you don’t have to answer that.

1951. There’s no secret. If you want my date of birth you will 
find it on official documents.

Thank you. Judge, can I ask you what your parents did? When I 
was doing my little research on the internet I saw that you have 
published a book about your people called Baga Mojapelo. Do 
you mind saying something about your family background?

My mother was a school teacher and I was brought up in her 
family, if you understand what I mean. I had the advantage 
of having a great extended family when I grew up. My 
grandfather, after whom I was named, was the head of the 
household. Now you asked me about the book I wrote. I didn’t 
actually publish a book in the strict sense of the word. I have 
always been inquisitive about where I come from and where the 
people that I was born into come from; so I interviewed a few of 
the senior people in the broad family group. And of course the 
best way of making sure that you don’t forget what you have 
heard is just to put it in writing. 

It can also be exciting for family members just to see where 
this whole family or tribe comes from and I wrote it and made it 
available within the family circles, but when I realised that the 
family group, tribe, if I may call it that, is much bigger I decided 
to announce the compilation of the booklet on the internet to 
get everybody in the family who is interested to get it. So it’s 
not a book formally published but it’s something I wrote and 
made available for family members. In due course non-family 
members asked if they could look at it and because it is not a 
secret document so you will find it in the hands of non-family 
members. I had it printed privately and I gave it to some people.

Judge, can I ask you about your surname? It is a very 
interesting name. Mojapelo. Some of our readers won’t be 
aware but it seems to me to be full of meaning – could you 
explain the origins of the name if you can?

Lwandile, you don’t come from the same language group as I 
do. I hope you will follow. If you look at Mojapelo as a word, 
and not a name, it is composed of two syllables “moja”, meaning 
the one who eats and “pelo” which means the heart. So that’s 
its literal meaning, a heart eater. I’m told it either comes from 
where a tribe originated either about certain views which the 
founder of the tribe articulated with passion and then he was 
then called Mojapelo because passion is assumed to be located 
in the heart. Or maybe it comes from a hunting event where 
they caught and slaughtered a big antelope, the eiland, and then 
carried it home having eaten the heart in the veld. So it is really 
like theories - we don’t know exactly what the truth is.

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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Do you recall any particular influential teachers in your 
schooling?

I do but I wish I could give you full names. My first primary 
school teacher was a lady, Mrs Matsi, and the head of the school 
was the principal, her husband, Mr Matsi. The lady teacher was 
very influential and that is where I started my school. I became 
close to her and I couldn’t distinguish between actually being 
at home and being at school. It so happened my mother was a 
teacher at the same school while I was there. 

Mrs Matsi was a very influential teacher – she had a way of 
rewarding each one of us for every good thing we did. So, right 
until I finished my varsity studies I always sent her my academic 
reports. When she retired, I spoke at her retirement function 
and when she died I also spoke at her funeral service. That was 
the one influential person. Then, at higher primary there was 
a teacher, Mr Tema. He too was constantly interested in what I 
was doing to a point of coming home and visiting me at varsity. 
So the two were very influential teachers in my life. By the time 
I got to secondary school, they were my motivation and I had to 
go on. There were other teachers in my life who did their work 
but those two primary school teachers had a profound influence 
on me.

When did you decide to go to law school?

It was while I was at high school. I initially thought I might go 
in the direction of medicine but by the time I finished my high 
school, I knew it was law school I should go into. I was involved 
in school debates and I started taking every pamphlet about law, 
reading it, and then I made up my mind that is the direction I 
am going to.

Any outstanding lecturers at Turfloop?

Yes. The dean of faculty was Professor Verloren van Themaat. I 
think someone by that surname, not sure if that was his brother, 
wrote a book on the old constitution in Afrikaans. He was very 
supportive. And then there was Professor Bertelsmann, the 
father of Judge Bertelsmann. He was German-born and he had 
a very broad international perspective. He was a very influential 
and challenging teacher. I would name those two as being like 
top, in terms of those that I would respect. And Verloren van 
Themaat encouraged me to do my second law degree and also 
facilitated my appointment into a lecturing post.

After finishing law school you didn’t go straight to articles; you 
were a lecturer?

For one year, yes. My eyes were always set on practice so, to his 
disappointment, when I finished at the end of one year I said to 
Verloren van Themaat that I need to go into practice. And there 
was also a sense that lecturers were mainly white; and he said 
we are unable to retain our own so can’t you please lecture here; 
and at the end of it all I said no—I must go into practice. 

What did you teach?

I taught private law as well as a subject called African customary 
law. 

Yes, I remember that.

It was very like a mixture of anthropology and law and I saw my 
challenge as being to extract from anthropological study what 
was truly law, indigenous law. And the area of tension between 

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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the two legal systems, indigenous law and the common law, was 
fascinating; and regrettably, in my view, not enough work has 
been done in that area. 

Which textbooks did you use in African customary law? Much 
later, in my time, there was Seymour and there was Schapera.

Both of those books were there. But Schapera had an 
anthropological grounding. Then there was a book by Sir 
Henry Maine. We used his work quite a lot. Seymour and 
Schapera, they would just be talking about customs, but Maine 
got you into the thinking about the structure of law; and it is 
an absolute pity because when I got interested in that area of 
conflict of laws I thought Africa probably needs a proper study 
of that whole area. What you have is the colonisers coming into 
a country, finding people operating under their legal system, 
and they take over the government. The coloniser ’s language 
gets in gradually; but the law is a deliberate imposition of 
a system of laws and that tends to displace completely the 
indigenous legal system. And I thought there should be some 
study, just to examine whether, when decolonisation comes, 
there is a deliberate reflection on what the African people have 
lost which could be of value in the modern life. Or whether 
in terms of choices of law, the liberated people just continue 
with the coloniser ’s laws and institutions, without reflecting 
on what good may have been left behind. My mind was jacked 
into a study of that kind of conflict and I thought one could 
actually bring up an African perspective. In other words: look 
at all the African universities and look what the African leaders 
had done (and, hopefully, I thought) position our own country 
to make the choices and not just take over another system and 

follow it. But the choice to go into practice kind of stopped that 
study.

That tension between the two systems of law is still very much 
alive.

It’s very much alive. If you look at the studies of various 
commissions there was a deliberate imposition of the laws 
to an extent that they decided to what extent, if any, we will 
allow the indigenous laws to apply. When post-colonial rule 
and democracy comes, that debate doesn’t take place. This is 
not like a call to an absolute return. But, you see, if you were 
oppressed you were colonised and you had no options. Just 
wake up when you have options. Exercise those options. And 
I get the impression - I have not done that study - that African 
leaders just continue with the public and private institutions of 
the coloniser. Even if it means this must continuously receive 
attention, what is actually African, but we don’t go back to what 
is truly African to look at what is good which we can bring into 
modern day. So yes, that tension, between indigenous and 
imported systems, still exists and I am not quite sure whether 
the tensions which exist in the community are not in part as a 
result of failure to reflect on that.

“Now, I got into varsity and got out of 
varsity, if you like, at the height of the 
Black Consciousness movement and every 
student at that time got a SASO card at the 
same time as your student card.”

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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Judge, could I take you back to Turfloop? Who were your 
prominent contemporaries? 

Prominent – I don’t know what that means…[laugh] I don’t 
think even I was. The first Judge President Bernard Ngoepe was 
a senior student there – he was a year or two ahead of me. There 
are others who did not end up following into the judiciary. 
Winston Msimeki, who is here, and whom I recruited onto the 
Bench was also a senior student there. Oh yes, Solly Sithole: he 
became the first lecturer there, the first black law lecturer. In the 
same class with me were Monica Leeuw (now JP of North West), 
Cyril Ramaphosa, Mathews Phosa and a few others.

Now if you talk about broader contemporaries outside law, 
when I entered the university I think Onkgopotse Tiro was 
leader of the students organisations.

It’s whom I had in mind, actually, when I asked the question.

And I think you know what happened to him. Then I think 
Terror Lekota was there. Thabo Molewa was there.

Who is he?

Thabo Molewa was the husband of the lady who later emerged 
in North West. 

Edna Molewa.

Edna Molewa yes. Nefolovhodwe was there. Don Nkadimeng … 
If I’m not wrong Mosibudi Mangena might have been there. Yes, 
but if you had in mind Abram Tiro and his group – those were 
real leaders. They were true leaders. You also just realise that they 

spoke about the ordinary, basic things and then became enemies 
of the system. I mean Abram Tiro just said: it’s a graduation of 
black people but the front rows are all full of white people and 
some of our parents cannot get seats. And he says well, in any 
case what is this Bantu Education when this is all South Africa – 
can’t we have South African education like they have education 
everywhere else? And that was controversial and it led to his 
death. Now, I got into varsity and got out of varsity, if you like, 
at the height of the Black Consciousness movement and every 
student at that time got a SASO card at the same time as your 
student card.

And it was helpful just in terms of positioning your mental 
thinking. You would know of course that all liberation movements 
had been banned. Yes, you ask about my contemporaries, I must 
be careful not to get carried away and basically go back to that 
period but the student leaders of that time by and large became 
leaders in the community later. A difficult system to acquire 
education in when you know those who are instructing you 
could be representing the oppressors, the Broederbond and their 
primary and predominant interest is to see to it that you do not 
succeed; and then you succeed in spite of that.

With which firm did you do your articles?

I did my articles with Webber Wentzel.

Which year was this?

1979/1980, given the fact that I had been a vac clerk at that 
same firm for a number of years, it was almost like a smooth 
movement when I said to Professor Verloren van Themaat 
“sorry, I’ve got to go into practice”.

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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Do you remember who your principal was?

Yes it was Edward Southey. Ed Southey and I had a long 
relationship because later when I became President of the BLA 
and sought to transform De Rebus, and I went onto the editorial 
committee. I found him chairing the editorial committee and 
we were members at the same place. Webber Wentzel was at the 
Standard Bank Centre when I joined them.

Was it an unusual thing to be a black clerk at Webber Wentzel 
at the time?

I was probably the second or third black articled clerk. It was 
unusual but it was a move which they took. That’s some bravery 
because white law firms were taking only white clerks. Webber 
Wentzel gave me that opportunity and I arrived there with all 
the background of Black Consciousness, only to find that all the 
previous clerks and everybody else had accepted the separation 
to a point where my arrival actually challenged the thinking 
of those in power. Little things like just walking into the same 
bathroom: people are shocked to see you there. But eventually 
you realise that they accept when you silently assert your right to 
be there. That’s what the Black Consciousness movement taught: 
the oppressor somehow needs the co-operation of the oppressed 
in order to keep on oppressing. They opened up their doors, they 
exposed me to a good training and their good practices. I learned 
a lot from that law firm but, like all law firms which started taking 
black candidate attorneys at that time, I think they were still 
struggling with how much to do, because at any given time they 
would have one black clerk out of a pool of 14 or 12. And this is 
an institution we were later to attack through the BLA because as 
you would know in order to get into practice you need to serve 
articles and the majority of law firms and lawyers in practice were 
white and they were not taking on black article clerks. There’s no 
way you were going to get black people to become articled clerks. 
And if only the top few were taking on candidate attorneys and 
for every 14 they take one. You were not going to change the 
status quo. And that’s when bodies like NADEL, and BLA later 
on, took a position – to say we need a fundamental change of the 
system. The Webber Wentzel exposure gave me opportunity for 
legal training, but also it gave me an insight into the limitations 
of the historically privileged being the gatekeepers for the 
underprivileged candidate.

After articles did you establish your own firm or did you join 
other firms?

I established my own.

Who with?

We started a law firm in Nelspruit. We left Johannesburg and 
went to Nelspruit, a town I saw for the first time three months 
before I opened the law firm there; but that’s a story for another 
day. But we had identified it as the area where there was the 
highest need. Back to your question. I opened that law firm 
with Mathews Phosa, who later became prominent in politics. 
My other partner was Ephraim Makgoba, who is now the Judge 
President of Limpopo. The interesting thing with Ephraim 

Makgoba is when I was a lecturer at Turfloop he was actually my 
student, but we later opened a law firm together in Nelspruit.

Do you have any memorable cases that you did in your 
practice?

Lwandile – many!

I assumed this would have been in the 80s. Do you care to 
mention any prominent political cases that you did?

Too many to elaborate. Our law firm there just appeared as if 
it was called into existence by the forces of nature, because you 
have three young boys who come out of varsity who were part 
of the Abram Tiro group, who opened a law firm – the first ever 
black law firm in that area. The friction between the races was at 
its highest. The population almost embraced us in its welcome. I 
don’t want to put it too high, but almost like, this is the saviour. 
We had too many cases. 1981 was the first year and most of our 
cases – it was cases involving friction between the races, whether 
in the commercial sphere or in the criminal sphere. A black man 
killing a policeman was almost like an action against the system. 
Black man killing a white person was worse. And just shortly 
after the start of our law firm, you would know that a tri-cameral 
system of government was introduced and we represented many 
activists in civil as well as criminal cases in the conflicts which 
arose as a result. And of course, around the same time, we had 
near Nelspruit a homeland of KaNgwane. I think it was led by 
a man who said this thing called independence of black South 
Africans from South Africa is rubbish and he publicly proclaimed 
the true leaders are in exile, Robben Island and whatever.

Mr Mabuza?

Yes. He became our client. In brief you are saying “what cases?” 
We basically did all cases for him and around the same time the 
trade union movement extended its wings into that area and 
we represented literally all trade unions and all trade union 
federations. Around the same time, the South African Council 
of Churches extends its work into those areas. Ntate Tutu was 
regularly in our office. In other words, our law firm became the 
regional office. And any cases they picked up came into our office. 
And shortly after that the South African government decided that 
the non-co-operative KaNgwane government and the whole of 

“Our law firm there just appeared as 
if it was called into existence by the 
forces of nature, because you have 
three young boys who come out of 
varsity, who were part of the Abram 
Tiro group, who opened a law firm—
the first ever black law firm in that 
area. The friction between the races 
was at its highest. The population 
almost embraced us in its welcome.” 
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the area must be incorporated into Swaziland. And we took on 
the case, not on behalf of the government, but on behalf of the 
people of that area, to say this area is not to be incorporated into 
Swaziland. That case had broad international dimensions.

I can imagine.

It was deprivation of citizenship, changing borders, and we took 
that case and managed to get the Gazette set aside and literally 
restored regional authorities in that area. But that’s who I was 
representing – everybody – whether it was people in sports, 
teacher organisation, tribal leaders, business people, everybody 
was affected by that move.

Is it your sense that people are now making themselves 
available for appointment from the Bar? It may not necessarily 
be the senior members.

It comes in waves. You go out and you interact with the Bar, you 
get an avalanche coming; and then of course there are a few non-
appointments and then people pull back. And the JSC doesn’t 
always do us very well because they turn down people they 
shouldn’t have turned down; and people at the Bar look and say 
“is it still worthwhile to go there?”. And then of course as a leader 
you need to go back to the Bar and make them understand that 
we may have lost one small battle – there’s more to be done. 
They must understand that, as the leader of this court, you are 
not the JSC. So the answer to your question is: it comes in waves, 
and the leader of this bench must always be aware when you 
need to call on the Bar and when you get a Lwandile come to 
talk to you, you just remind the whole profession through him 
that we still need more hands on deck.

Do you think judges hate prescription?

There have been many decisions on prescription from one 
or other courts, including the Constitutional Court. The 
Constitutional Court has brought up a number of split decisions 
on that point as well. And I think I remember one or two 
judgments where the point was made that the constitutionality 
of prescription has not been tested as yet. You will know 
that prior to Constitution, and the right of access to court, 
prescription was prescription and if it was raised and if it’s 
successful, things stopped there.

But a few cases have now, as it were, shaken the wall of 
prescription, and finding some ways of getting to remedy beyond 
prescription. It’s granted in a number of other decisions. But what 
I read from some of those decisions is that the constitutionality of 
prescription itself has not been brought before the courts as yet. 
So, I don’t think it’s for judges to hate prescription or not – they 
must apply the law as it is; and I love counsel who raise questions 
and don’t simply say to me what the law is. 

It’s almost a temperamental divide amongst lawyers. Some 
lawyers think justice is better, even if we rake up an old case or 
cause of action. Others think certainty is a virtue; people must 
leave the past behind them after a certain period.

And where do you stand?

I believe in certainty.

Certainty versus justice? I’m sorry, I deliberately turned the 
tables back on you [laughing].

Even though I initially drew the distinction, I’d say that’s a false 
distinction. Most civilised societies have a rule about limitation 
of actions. The only question is how strict that rule should be.

But isn’t the truth this: avenues for challenges to prescription 
have opened as a result of our Bill of Rights. And instead of 
taking a piecemeal testing, if you challenge the prescription 
as a concept and go to a ruling, then the courts will have an 
opportunity to say what the limitations of elasticity will be, to 
make sure that justice itself is still maintained, instead of getting 
all these piecemeal rulings.
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Well, what about Parliament’s role there?

The role of the courts would be that if there are true tensions 
between constitutional rights and prescription, the courts will 
say where those tensions are and …

Maybe they’ll send it back for Parliament to rewrite.

I can’t see the courts rewriting prescription. What I can glean 
from the cases is that the constitutionality of prescription 
has not been decided. And if there was a challenge and 
the Constitutional Court says there is nothing inherently 
unconstitutional about prescription and the difficulties are one, 
two three. That might be [the] last word in that case.

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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And at the moment you would agree, I suppose, that there’s a 
degree of uncertainty?

Well the uncertainty which lies in the field of, is prescription 
as a whole, unconstitutional? But I think the various decisions 
would have opened some streams of certainty and the lawyers 
continue to exploit those. I think you and I must have a separate 
argument on this one.

We should. Judge, can we move to the Commercial Court? The 
one thing that critics of the idea come up with immediately 
is that you are serving one community, namely the business 
community, and privileging its interests over other litigants.

What is the basis of the critics?

Well if you get – how shall we put it – Rolls Royce justice in 
the Commercial Court, but not get the same speedy justice in 
the normal court, why should that be the case? Why is business 
special, people ask?

I don’t think the Commercial Court is intended to suggest that 
business is more special than ordinary litigants. Nor is there data 
to show that commercial cases actually get to the end quicker 
than ordinary cases. The establishment of the Commercial Court 
came as a response to the call of practitioners for what they saw 
as easily accessible methods. 

In the creation of the Commercial Court really is just almost 
like they’ve created a criminal court to cater for matters which 
are of criminal nature. We’ve created motion courts for matters 
which have got a certain peculiarity. We could create children’s 
court for matters which are there. We have decided that the 
needs of the business sector to be accommodated, and my 
message to judges is that we cannot be good in commercial cases 
and not good in the rest of the cases. 

And if you look at our Commercial Court Practice Directive, 
and you look at our Case Management Practice Directive, you 
will see similarities. The move is towards judge-controlled 
pace of litigation because, if you leave it to the lawyers, they 
will try and play technicalities against each other. We want the 
Commercial Court to go beyond technicalities. But I could give 
you stats and say in this court you can get – let me say Road 
Accident Fund matters – you can issue summons and get to 
finality within 12 months. You can do that same in a Commercial 
Court matter. The thing is Road Accident Fund matters have 
never cried for lack of space. Commercial Court matters cried 
for lack of space and sort of shifted towards arbitration, but I 
don’t think we give Rolls Royce justice to commercial matters. 
Just yesterday I had a matter at roll call which was finalised in 
its entirety – it was a Road Accident Fund matter. The summons 
was issued on the 14th of April 2018, and the matter is finalised 
today [this interview was conducted on 20 February 2019 - Ed.]. 

“I don’t think the Commercial Court is 
intended to suggest that business is 

more special than ordinary litigants. Nor 
is there data to show that commercial 

cases actually get to the end quicker than 
ordinary cases.”
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Now, and that is an RAF matter getting part of the Rolls Royce. 
The truth is if we change the attitude and the way in which 
we handle cases, whether we start with Commercial Court and 
get judges who insist on getting to the real issues, the whole 
court will benefit. The whole court will benefit. The one thing 
I wouldn’t accommodate, and you haven’t asked the question, 
is to say I have two judges who do only Commercial Court or I 
have two who do only Family Court.

That was my next question. There are no “standing” 
Commercial Judges – they are appointed ad hoc onto a case as 
cases come out?

Yes. I allocate all cases in this court and I allocate all commercial 
cases. Of course, as I put together a directive to deal with a 
particular area, say the Children’s Court, I tell the judges what my 
expectations are and what sort of turnaround I’m looking at. The 
directive also tells the practitioners what is expected. And I have 
consulted with my judges and I was able to go back to the Bar 
and say bring it on because I said to the judges, if you want to opt 
out you can raise your hand; otherwise I will allocate according to 
availability of judges, my knowledge of judges, just as I do in all 
other areas of work. It all depends on who’s present and, yes, it’s 
not a closed number of judges: we allocate fairly broadly.

From summons to judgment, how quickly do you hope the 
Commercial Court will function?

Well, it depends on the level of complexity and what the judge 
decides must be dealt with on an intermediary basis – you 
will know that in Commercial Court the judge takes control, 
the judge determines hearings and so on. If the matter is ripe, 
it could be finalised in six months or less; and matters which 
in their nature have many battles before you get to trial may 
even take up to a year. Commercial Court practice in this court 
started on the 3rd of October 2018 – we have therefore not run 
long enough for us to tell you how long it takes. But I have had 
matters where I allocate a commercial application to a judge and 
(if it’s ripe) the following week I have a judgment. 

So you will have a single judge or two judges running the 
matter from beginning to the end? What happens if they don’t 
agree on the result?

The two judges case manage jointly but they do not have to sit 
together in each and every case. It creates space for them to say 
to one aother – let’s say it’s a small interlocutory – “go and do 
it”; but they case managed jointly. Even at the end of a trial they 
may either say, well, “you do it” or “let’s do it together”. 

But if you have got two of them sitting in a trial. what happens 
if they don’t agree?

It has not happened and that question has been raised before, 
and I don’t know why people think that that is more difficult for 
us to manage. All the bulk of appeals in this court are presided 
over by two judges and we have not had a problem or a crisis. 
So yes, the same rule which applies to appeals would be the 
default rule. But having said that, this being a new baby, I’m 

watching her closely and we will respond appropriately. The 
difference between this and appeals is that there is flexibility 
and the two judges don’t have to sit together all the time. 

The Commercial Court Practice Directive makes provision for a 
statement of case and one of the things that the statement does 
is restate the cause of action and the relief that the parties seek, 
and then there are other things that it deals with too. From this 
side, from the Bar’s side, I think the concern is, if you give 
lawyers another chance to restate their case, having done so 
in a particulars of claim or in a plea, give them another bite – 
they’ll restate it differently, they will take chances …

Are you contemplating a matter which started prior to October 
as an ordinary litigious matter and it then gets categorised as 
a Commercial Court to say they are given an opportunity to 
restate because if it starts as a Commercial Court it wouldn’t be a 
restatement – he’ll be stating it.

What I have in mind Judge is this. In the second case 
management for which provision is made in the directive, the 
parties are required to state their case in a statement of case, 
which is a separate document from the particulars of claim 
or from a plea. It might be that the fear is fanciful, but the 
statement of case comes after exceptions have been heard, and 
the case has been clarified. The worry is, if you give lawyers 
another chance to have a go via some further form of paper, 
they will abuse that. Is there a way of addressing that concern?

I’m not sure that that concern is really legitimate or just 
another – it’s imagined and all I can say to you is we will 
watch. Remember, this whole process takes place before a case 
management judge, who is in charge, who is aware of summons 
and the pleadings that you have issued, and I cannot see that 
there’s going to be a new case being created any more than it 
would in a pre-trial, in an opening address or at any time. 

Remember it’s judge driven – if we had left it to the Registrar 
and the practitioners I would appreciate your fears. But if the 
thing is under the auspices of a judge who is aware of the 
pleadings and all he wants, he wants more embellishment I 
don’t think the risk is there, it’s almost like one lawyer fearing 
that the opponent will abuse the process. The judge is there 
to see to justice being done. And if the change which you are 
bringing would have amounted to an amendment, I’m sure a 
quick argument before the judge would take place and the judge 
would rule then and there, but then he would take out the need 
for a protected process of amendment to go into a different court. 

I personally see case management eventually being 
introduced in all the spheres of litigation, and judges taking 
control, and it might be that what we’ve started in Commercial 
Court – it’s just a starting base. Have you seen our Practice 
Manual on case management? There are similarities and I don’t 
think there are loopholes – all we do is we make sure that you 
get quick, efficient and focussed justice. And I go back to where 
we started – Commercial entities commerce requires that. The 
role of a litigant required that and we promise you that’s what 
you will get because you will find the same judges in both. A
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A society’s laws should be in harmony with its values. Laws 
typically reflect various preferred values baked into them. 

As such it is a cultural product. In this way, a country’s common 
law especially, based as it is on historical decisions of several 
years’ standing, reveals the people’s view of legal prudence. 

In Wingaardt and Others v Grobler and Another 2010 (6) 
SA 148 (ECG) Alkema and Jones JJ quote Thirion J in Clarke v 
Hurst 1992 (4) SA 630 (D) at 652H – I stating : “… law is but a 
translation of society’s fundamental values into policies and prescripts 
for regulating its members’ conduct, …”.

Common law doctrines, legislation and precedent are 
founded on underlying values and assumptions, in short, on 
the received wisdom and ideology of that society. If the law 
feels natural, neutral and objective to a person, that person is 
steeped in its ideology and values. 

Froneman J, thus remarked as follows in a book review 
[2014 (131) SALJ 474 at 478] of a publication honouring 
Professor JC de Wet, widely acknowledged as an architect 
of the South African law of contract and one of its foremost 
authorities: 

“The conceptual framework constructed by De Wet is not in its con-
struction value free or neutral, nor can it be in its application. It pro-
ceeds from the moral premise that personal autonomy and individual 
responsibility in private affairs like contracts is sufficient guarantee for 
ethically acceptable results and that judicial interference with that is 
unnecessary and uncalled for.”

ELITES AT ODDS OVER STATISM
by Henri Benade, Free State Bar

In the same vein, Davis J and Le Roux in Lawfare : Judging Poli-
tics in South Africa (Jonathan Ball, 2019 at 302) regard “the ideology 
of the judiciary” as one of several factors that will determine the 
dominant trajectory of our constitutional journey. They refer to 
the spectrum of possible meanings that might be ascribed to the 
supposed innocuous term “freedom” in the Constitution, and sug-
gest that “a libertarian conception of freedom” would not be compat-
ible with a commitment to a society based on substantive equality 
(as favoured by them).

The values and ideology of the citizens, the legislature and the 
judiciary thus play a cardinal role in the formation of law.

It is in this context that some observations in Du Bruyn v 
Karsten 2019 (1) SA 403 (SCA) [Nicholls AJA, with Shongwe ADP, 
Makgoka JA, Schippers JA and Mokgohloa AJA concurring], a 
decision concerning Section 40 of the National Credit Act, 2005 
(“the NCA”), are telling. 

To appreciate the observations, some context is needed.
The NCA commenced in 2006 with s 40 thereof requiring 

that a person must apply to be a registered credit provider if that 
person is a credit provider under at least 100 credit agreements, 
or if the total principal debt owed to that person under all 
outstanding credit agreements exceeds a threshold set by the 
Minister (initially R500,000.00). Concomitantly s 40(3) provided 
that a person not so registered (if required) may not extend credit 
and s 40(4) declared credit agreements by an unregistered credit 
provider unlawful and void. It further directed in s 89(5) that a 
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court must order that any instalments paid by a lender / consumer 
under a void credit agreement, be refunded by the credit 
provider, and that all the rights of such delinquent credit provider 
for repayment of money lent be cancelled, or forfeited to the State 
(unless in doing so the consumer would be unjustly enriched). 

These last-mentioned parts of ss 89(5)(b) and (c) regarding 
refunding, cancelling and forfeiture were declared to amount to 
an unconstitutional deprivation of property in National Credit 
Regulator v Opperman 2013 (2) SA 1 (CC) and Chevron SA (Pty) 
Ltd v Wilson t/a Wilson’s Transport 2015 (10) BCLR 1158 (CC) .

The effect of s 40 on credit agreements resulted in a flurry of 
cases, the most important of which was the Full Bench decision in 
Friend v Sendal 2015 (1) SA 395 (GP) [Legodi, 
J, with Fabricius and Kubushi JJ concurring] 
to the effect that the section was only aimed 
at “participants in the credit market” and did not 
impinge on once-off agreements. At least three 
courts [Murphy J in Van Heerden v Nolte 2014 
(4) SA 584 (GP), Makgoka J in Naude v Wright 
[2017] ZAGPPHC 646 and Unterhalter AJ in 
Potgieter v Olivier 2016 (6) SA 272 (GP)] were 
uncomfortable with Friend, but from August 
2012 Friend held sway. However, Molefe J, 
in Maepi v Abrahams [2017] ZAGPPHC 17 
opined that the Constitutional Court had in Opperman overruled 
Friend. In Kruuse v Hillhouse [2015] ZAECGHC 96 Plasket J was 
in agreement with the interpretation given to s 40 in Friend, and 
followed that decision.

In February 2015, the National Credit Amendment Act, 2014 
came into operation. It amended s 40 to read as follows:

“(1) A person must apply to be registered as a credit provider 
if the total principal debt owed to that credit provider under all 
outstanding credit agreements, other than incidental credit agree-
ments, exceeds the threshold prescribed in terms of Section 42(1).”

At the same time ss 89(5)(b) and (c) were deleted and substituted 
with a new s 89(5)(a) which reads as follows:

“If a credit agreement is unlawful in terms of this section, despite 
any other legislation or any provision of an agreement to the 
contrary, a court must make a just and equitable order including 
but not limited to an order that:

the credit agreement is void as from the date the agreement 
was entered into.”

The Minister on 11 May 2016 prescribed R0 as the threshold, with 
the effect that s 40 struck all credit agreements. Were it not for 
Friend, everybody (save of course for the s 4 exceptions regarding 
certain juristic persons and large credit agreements) who there-
after granted credit had to be registered, otherwise such agree-
ments were unenforceable. Loans by mothers, fathers, uncles, 
grannies and all their Chihuahuas were affected. 

Du Bruyn v Karsten concerned once off credit agreements 
(to enable the sale of three businesses) signed on 26 April 2013 (in 
other words after Friend, but before the 2014 Amendment Act) 
with the credit provider (Mr Karsten in person) not registered 
(possibly as a result of Friend) at the date of conclusion. The con-
sumer defaulted, Karsten sought for repayment (specific perform-
ance), and the consumer pleaded that the agreements were null 
and void due to non-compliance with s 40 of the NCA. Mavundla 

J, in the court a quo [2017] ZAGPPHC 473 (31 March 2017) granted 
judgment in favour of Karsten (bound by Friend) but granted 
leave to appeal. The SCA was thus squarely confronted with the 
question “under what circumstances is registration as a credit provider 
in terms of the NCA obligatory?”. 

In essence the question was whether private individuals 
needed to be registered as credit providers in terms of the NCA, 
in order to be allowed to legally extend credit (against interest) to 
another person. 

The SCA decided that on a plain reading of s 40(1)(b) - as it 
read in 2013 when the agreements were signed – a person had to 
be registered to lawfully extend credit. The appeal succeeded and 

the application for payment was dismissed. The 
agreements between Du Bruyn and Karsten 
were declared unlawful. I presume Karsten 
lost three businesses and Du Bruyn scored 
three businesses without payment. I presume 
prescription (ousting an enrichment claim) set 
in before final judgment in the application for 
specific performance.

In the process Friend was overruled.
There are three features of note regarding 

the decision: 
Firstly, the apologetic mood in which the 

SCA worded its decision is unique. It is revealing as to how indig-
nant the court was with the conclusion to which it had to come 
based upon the plain wording of s 40. It applauded Friend but 
simultaneously felled it. It described the decision in Friend as “rea-
sonable, and indeed eminently sensible”. It lamented that a decision 
that once-off transactions do not resort under s 40, would be “at-
tractive and sensible”, and agreed that s 40 “is justifiably seen as regula-
tory overreach”. It “readily accepted” its decision (to leave the matter 
in the hands of Parliament) as an “imperfect solution” and it implied 
that the wording of s 40 is a drafting error that needs correction.

Secondly, there is the oddity that there is no drafting error 
in s 40. This is evident from the way s 40 was kept by Parliament 
between 2005 and 2014, and especially by the way it was again 
worded in 2014. The intention clearly is to outlaw all private credit 
agreements (on which interest is to be paid) if the credit provider 
is not registered and does not pay the registration fee. The SCA 
slavishly enforced the text and intent of s 40 while apologetically 
pointing to an error which obviously does not exist.

Thirdly, it reveals a gulf of difference between Parliament 
and the SCA, that is between the political elite and the legal elite, 
regarding the proper role of the State in private transactions. On 
the ideological front, a penchant for central state control, statism 
and deep intrusion into private affairs, was pitched against per-
sonal autonomy and individual responsibility in private affairs, 
most notably the freedom of individuals to enter into contractual 
relations free from State interference. The section intrudes deep 
into the basic notion of freedom. The earning of interest on capital 
is outlawed if the State is not paid (in form of statutory fees pay-
able by registered credit proviiders). The State receives part of the 
“interest” by way of a registration fee in exchange for the legality 
of the transaction. You cannot lawfully use your own money for 
otherwise perfectly innocuous private purposes without having 
accounted to a government institution.

The revealed difference between the elites as to what is pru-
dent signifies a country still determining its future direction. A

Elites at odds over Statism

“The SCA slavishly 
enforced the text 
and intent of s 40 
while apologetically 
pointing to an error 
which obviously does 
not exist.”
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WEIGHING 
EVIDENCE
by M.A. Muller PhD 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Stellenbosch 

Arriving at fair and impartial judgments is an important 
objective of legal proceedings. Often different pieces of 

evidence of different degrees of credibility and certainty are 
submitted. Then a court “weighs” the evidence and eventually 
arrives at a conclusion. We consider the following fundamental 
question: Exactly how should evidence be weighed? Merely 
mentioning evidence does not constitute weighing evidence. 
Standard textbooks concerned with the Law of Evidence do not 
address this particular topic. The use of probability theory comes 
to mind. The well-known “Blue and green taxicabs” example1 
will show us how a situation may be analysed using probability 
theory. 

Example 1 
Two taxicab companies operate in a certain city after sunset. The 
Blue Cab Company deploys 15 blue cabs and the Green Cab 
Company deploys 85 green cabs. On a rainy night in an empty 
street with orange street lighting a parked car was damaged by 
a cab as it carelessly scraped past the car. The cab then drove 
off. An eye witness who observed the incident from some dis-
tance away testified that a blue cab was involved. The witness 
was subsequently tested under similar conditions in an effort 
to establish the crediblity of his testimony. It was found that the 
witness could correctly identify the true colour of a cab with 
probability 80%2. Which taxicab company should be held ac-
countable for damages? 

In this example there are two pieces of evidence pointing in 
opposite directions. On the one hand there were many more 
green cabs on the streets than blue cabs. This is motivation for 
the point of view that more likely a green cab was involved in 
the accident. However, on the other hand there was fairly reli-
able evidence by an eye witness who testified that a blue cab 
was involved. So how should available evidence be weighed to 
arrive at the best conclusion?

Solution 1 (Counting cabs) 
Under the prevailing conditions the eye witness would have 
identified about 80% of the 15 blue cabs (i.e. 12 blue cabs) as 
being “blue”, and he would have identified about 20% of the 85 
green cabs (i.e. 17 green cabs) as being “blue”. So he would have 
identified altogether about 12 + 17 =9 of the 100 cabs as being 
“blue”. 

The probability that a blue cab was involved in the accident 
is therefore:

 = 013 (= 41.3%). 

Since 41,3% is below 50%, the correct inference is that a blue cab 
was probably not involved in the accident. The Green Cab Com-
pany should therefore be held accountable for damages. 
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Weighing evidence

Solution 2 (Using probabilities) 
This is a more general approach which also leads to the outcome 
obtained in Solution 1. 

Let A1 B and ~B be the following events:
A1: the eye witness testifies that a blue cab was involved in the 
accident,
B: a blue cab was involved in the accident, and
~B: a green cab was involved in the accident. 

We are given the following probabilities: P(B) = 0.15, ~B) = 0.85, 
P(A1) = 0.8 and P(A1|~B) = 0.2 .

P(A1|B) is the conditional probability that the eye witness testi-
fies that a blue cab was involved in the accident, given the event 
that the cab was blue. Similarly, P(A1|~B) is the conditional 
probability that the eye witness testifies that a blue cab was 
involved in the accident, given the event that the cab was green. 
But we are more concerned with P(B|A1), the conditional prob-
ability that the cab was indeed blue, given the event that the 
witness testified that a blue cab was involved in the accident. 

By Bayes’s theorem, 

P(B|A1) = 

 =  

 = 0.413 (= 41.3%). 

Bayes’s theorem gives us the same conclusion as the one arrived 
at in Solution 1. The Green Cab Company should therefore be 
held accountable for damages. 

Remark 
Many people might feel uneasy that the probability that a blue 
cab was involved in the accident turns out to be less than 50%. 
They typically think “a reliable witness testified that he saw a 
blue cab. Surely the probability P(B|A1) should then be above 
50%?” This type of reasoning is seriously flawed. If someone 
mistakenly thinks that P(B|A1) should be above 50%, an incor-
rect conclusion is drawn because an assessment of the probabil-
ity of a proposition is confused with the strength of the evidence 
for the proposition. This error is known as the prosecutor’s fallacy. 
Solution 2 shows at P(B1) =.413 (= 41.3%), but P(A1|B) = 0.8 (= 
80%). 

We tend to forget that the witness’s testimony is only 80% 
reliable. The further mistake made in such reasoning is that the 
respective numbers of green and blue cabs on the streets are not 
taken into consideration. Using Bayes’s theorem avoids making 
these mistakes. 

Other ways of weighing evidence 
In more complicated examples we may also use methods based 
on Bayes’s theorem which can be formulated in terms of odds 
and likelihood ratios,3 or methods involving Bayesian networks.4 
Computer software is available to facilitate matters, especially if 
we have to weigh interconnected pieces of evidence. By all the 
above methods at our disposal we would have arrived at the 
same conclusion to Example 1. 

Example 2 
This example is an extension of Example 1 and we assume eve-
rything that was given in Example 1. At a later stage an inde-
pendent second witness comes forward. Suppose that he also tes-
tifies that he saw a blue cab involved in the accident. And under 
the prevailing conditions this second eye witness also correctly 
identifies the true colour of a cab with probability 80%. Which 
taxicab company should then be held accountable for damages? 

Solution of Example 2 
In Example 1 (with one eye witness) it was shown that the prob-
ability that a blue cab was involved in the accident is 41.3%. 
Now there is an independent second eye witness testifying the 
same as the first eye witness. Of course the effect will be that the 
posterior probability that a blue cab was involved will now be 
above 41.3%. But how far above? 

Let A2 be the event that the second witness testifies that a 
blue cab was involved in the accident. As in Solution 2f Example 
1, wknowhat P(A2|B) = 0.8 and P(A2|~B) = 0.2 .

By Bayes’s theorem the posterior probability that the cab that 
was involved in the accident was indeed a blue cab is:

               = 0.737 (= 73.7%) .

The correct conclusion is that probably a blue cab was involved 
in the accident. Under the circumstances of Example 2 the Blue 
Cab Company should be held accountable for damages. Many 
people might believe that with the testimony of two witnesses 
in Example 2 the assertion that a blue cab was involved must 
be true “beyond reasonable doubt”. Surprisingly this is not the 
case. In fact, the assertion is only true “on preponderance of 
probability”. 

Remarks 
a) The methods used in [4] gave a conclusion to the case R v 

Blom (1939) AD188 that is different from the judgment in that 
case. 

(b) Not only should the man in the street be informed of the 
outcome of legal proceedings, he should also be able to ob-
tain a detailed exposition explaining exactly how evidence 
was weighed. A

Notes
1. D. Kahneman & A. Tversky “On prediction and judgment” (1972) Oregon Research 

Institute Bulletin 12(4) 
2. More explicly, we mean the following: If the eye witness is exposed 100 times to 

a green cab under similar circumstances he would say about 80 times that the 
cab is green, and he would say about 20imes that the cab is blue. Similarly, if the 
eye witness is exposed 100 times to a blue cab under similar circumstances he 
would say about 80 times that the cab is blue, and he would say about 20 times 
that the cab is green. 

3. M.A. Muller “Handling uncertainty in a court of law” (2012) Stellenbosch Law Re-
view 23(3) 599 - 609 section 6, http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/98245 

4. M.A. Muller “Combining uncertainties in a court of law using Bayesian networks” 
(17) Obiter 8(3) 505 - 516, http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/103226 

(0.15)(0.8)
(0.15)(0.8) + (0.85)(0.2)

(P(B)P(A1|B)
P(B)P(A1|B) + P(~B)P(A1|~B)

(0.413)(0.8)
(0.413)(0.8) + (0.587)(0.2)
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Ever since H.L.A. Hart published his magnum opus The 
Concept of Law, jurisprudes have been keenly aware of the 

importance of the philosophy of language to the philosophy of 
law. Many central issues in jurisprudence depend, it turns out, 
on an adequate conception of language. Much less remarked 
upon is the close connection between language and the actual 
practice of law. 

One way this underappreciation manifests itself is in an 
oft-misplaced reliance on dictionaries during the course of legal 
argument. I can clearly recall the first judgment I read that 
referenced the dictionary. A relative newcomer to law, I found it 
strange then that the learned judge had consulted neither Voet 
nor Grotius in coming to his learned conclusion, relying rather 
on a tome written by lexicographers without LLBs and which 
was never intended to be given any legal effect. 

That case was Van Heerden v Joubert 1994 (4) SA 793 (AD), 
and the judge was Grosskopf JA. An inquest into the death of 
a stillborn baby was challenged on the ground that an inquest 
could only be held into the death of a person. The submission 
was that, since the baby was stillborn, it was not a person. The 
crisp legal issue therefore was whether the word ‘person’ as it 
is used in the Inquests Act 58 of 1959 includes stillborn babies. 

Apparently at a loss, the learned judge consulted no less than 
four dictionaries in concluding that it does not.

Here is the thing. None of the definitions considered by 
the court expressly contemplated the personhood or non-
personhood of stillborn babies. Closest to such an implication 
was the requirement, present in some of the chosen definitions, 
that a person be alive. But this just shifts the debate to a 
consideration of the meaning of ‘alive’. Is a foetus alive? It is not 
at all clear; as the introduction of ‘heartbeat bills’ in the United 
States indicates, there is scope for reasonable disagreement (if 
we are charitable, as we should be, as to the sincerity of the 
debate).

And just as it would be folly to suppose that handing a 
dictionary to the Alabama state legislature could possibly 
convince them to put an end to the abortion ban, so too it is folly 
to suppose that dictionaries can solve thorny legal questions. 

This is not to say that there is something per se wrong with 
the lawyer’s practice of consulting dictionaries to help solve 
otherwise intractable legal questions. ‘Words are our weapons’ 
could be the lawyer’s battle cry (of course, one should not 
be a reductivist: there is surely more to law than the mere 
manipulation of words…). 

Litigious 
linguists
by Quentin du Plessis (BSocSc LLB)
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Litigious linguists

Rather, reliance on dictionaries is misplaced if they are used 
as substitutes for methodical legal reasoning, instead of mere 
crutches. We would do well to remember that dictionaries are 
not written with the legal profession in mind. Words as they are 
used in statutes and by the common law bear only superficial 
resemblance to their everyday counterparts. ‘Negligence’ 
as it is used in our law of delict has an etymological but not 
semantic relation to ‘negligence’ as defined by the Oxford 
English Dictionary. Sometimes, elision of this distinction leads to 
otherwise avoidable mistakes in legal reasoning. 

To illustrate, consider the following comment made by 
Professor Johann Neethling: ‘[I]t would be illogical to blame 
someone (that is, to find negligence on his part) who has not 
acted wrongfully.’1 The mistake here is the implicit assumption 
that ‘negligence’ as it is used in everyday discourse is the same 
as it is used by law. If this were the case, Professor Neethling 
would be right: in everyday discourse, negligence connotes 
blameworthiness and, therefore, wrongfulness. But it is a 
mistake to assume that the same holds in law. 

In law, negligence is determined by – and only by – the 
classic test formulated in Kruger v Coetzee 1966 (2) SA 428 (A) 
and as it has been developed and applied by our courts since. 

And a proper appreciation of that test makes it clear that 
blameworthiness is neither here nor there to the determination 
of legal negligence.

I am not the first to make this point. Judge Nugent (as he 
then was) has also made it, in typically eloquent fashion: 

‘[W]ords are no more than words: they do no more than de-
scribe conduct that has certain features that are defined by law. 
Their meaning derives from the features of the conduct that 
they describe, and it is not the other way round.’2 

Of course, misplaced reliance on dictionaries is not exhaustive of 
the possible pitfalls of an underappreciation of the importance 
of linguistic theory to law. The court in Van Heerden did not only 
make do with lexicology in concluding that a stillborn baby is 
not a person. Another factor considered by the court is that rec-
ognition of stillborn babies as persons might have implications 
for the law relating to abortion. One such implication mentioned 
by the court is that medical practitioners who perform legalised 
abortions might be subject to inquests. 

But this does not follow; holding that a stillborn baby is a 
person does not imply that unborn foetuses are. 

What accounts for the conflation? Again, I think linguistic 
theory can help provide an answer. The ‘sorites paradox’ occurs 
when a single small change along some relevant dimension 
does not suffice to change the applicability of a given term. The 
classic formulation plays on the word ‘heap’. Suppose there is 
a heap of sand from which grains are individually removed. 
The question we are asked to consider is whether removing a 
single grain of sand ever turns the heap into a non-heap. If yes, 
then a single grain of sand marks the difference between heap 
and non-heap – most counterintuitive. If no, then you are led, 
incontrovertibly, by repeated applications of your answer, to an 
uncomfortable conclusion: that a single grain of sand constitutes 
a heap.

This is, of course, an absurd conclusion and no lawyer 
would, one would hope, reason like this. Unfortunately, lawyers 
– even learned judges of appeal – often do reason precisely 
like this. By implicitly assuming that a small change in the 
time dimension can never change the legal personhood of a 
baby, the court in Van Heerden did just this. Indeed, the court’s 
insistence that accepting stillborn babies as persons might have 
implications for the law relating to abortion can only hold if the 
court accepts the sorites series from ‘stillborn baby’ to ‘unborn 
foetus’!

Law is not like mathematics or physics. It does not consist 
of the application of abstract principles to concrete scenarios 
to yield a uniquely true answer. Legal reasoning is fallible and 
defeasible. This is at least partly due to its reliance on natural 
language as the method of expression. Accordingly, we would 
all do well to use, as J.L. Austin has said, ‘a sharpened awareness 
of words to sharpen our perception of the phenomena.’3 A

Quentin du Plessis is a Teaching and Research Assistant and LLM 
student at the University of Cape Town.

Notes
1 J Neethling ‘The conflation of wrongfulness and negligence: is it always such a 

bad thing for the law of delict?’ (2006) 123 SALJ 204 at 208.
2 RW Nugent ‘Yes, it is always a bad thing for the law: a reply to Professor Neethling’ 

(2006) 123 SALJ 557 at 558.
3 As quoted by H.L.A. Hart The Concept of Law 2ed (1994) at v. 

“We would do well to remember that 
dictionaries are not written with the 

legal profession in mind. Words as 
they are used in statutes and by the 

common law bear only superficial 
resemblance to their everyday 

counterparts.”
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REFLECTIONS ON 
LITIGATION
By Jeremy Johnson*

Litigation is an adversary system. That means that as a litigator 
you have an enemy. You could, like some fake litigators, treat 

it as a game of chess where you can go off and have a beer with 
your opponent after the battle royale. But you know, because 
you are a true litigator, that it is not a game. Which is why you 
say it so often: “This is not a game” you remind your quaking 
junior and secretary and attorney and candidate attorney. Then 
you start doing what litigators do – they quote themselves. “As I 
was just saying the other day to Jeremy at the polo: ‘This is not 
a game!’”. That has the inevitable effect of making what you 
say sound so much more weighty. All litigators know that you 
can say nothing without supporting it with authority so you lift 
yourself up by the bootstraps, as litigators are fond of saying 
about others, so that they might have that forbidden ‘second 
bite at the cherry’ (though I always find one bite and that’s the 
whole cherry, if not more than one, gone in a gulp). They are 
fond also of accusing each other of going on ‘fishing expeditions’ 
which is apparently a prohibited activity, though a lot of fishing 
expeditions seem to go on all the time. So, coming back to your 
identity as a true litigator, you treat every skirmish as a battle to 
the death, where going off to have a beer with your opponent 
would only happen if you’d inexplicably lost (all losses being 
inexplicable), and you were strategically indulging his repulsive 
win-induced collegiality because you were actually still looking 
for a way to kill him without being caught. A cudgel-blow in the 
shadows as you leave the pub? An unfortunate little stumble 
as the bus approaches? A parking-lot: “Whoopsy-daisy my foot 
slipped onto the accelerator there just as he was walking in front 

of me?” An accidental slip in the loo as you both step- up to the 
urinal for the sacred ritual? “Honestly Officer, one minute we 
were laughing about ‘taking the piss’ and next minute, there 
he was, lying on the floor, that awful gash …oh my, I’ll never 
forget the sight.” Yes, it is an adversary system alright and only 
true litigants know that the fight never ends, that hatred of 
one litigator for another knows no bounds; anything goes in 
litigation, provided it is within the rules, and there are a precious 
few of those that can withstand prolonged determined scrutiny. 
What might initially seem to be a rule that says that one must 
not – under any circumstances – (now there’s a lovely cliché for 
the ages), absolutely not do the forbidden deed, can become a 
rule which, miraculously, (and bearing in mind the ambiguity 
of language and all that), be read as a rule that says that in fact 
in these particular circumstances the so-called ‘forbidden deed’ 
must actually be done! This is the well- known affliction suffered 
by all litigators from time to time known as believing in your 
own propaganda. Client wants you to find a legal excuse for his 
having committed the forbidden deed. You want to do the same, 
after all, client is such a lovely, if misunderstood, little billionaire. 
It is necessary, as your objective – no one mention that luxury 
power yacht that is just one more good month out of reach – 
professional judgment so clearly directs, that you research into 
the deepest crannies of the law library to find that Nepalese 
Appeal Court case that firmly establishes just how right your 
client was, in the circumstances of course. A

*Nom de Plume

“Only true litigants know 
that the fight never ends, 
that hatred of one litigator 
for another knows no 
bounds; anything goes 
in litigation, provided it 
is within the rules, and 
there are precious few of 
those that can withstand 
prolonged determined 
scrutiny.”
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LAW
MATTERS

By Franny Rabkin

When Oscar Pistorius went on trial for the murder of Reeva 
Steenkamp, South Africa’s criminal justice system became 

the object of intense scrutiny across the world. Every statement 
was dissected, every piece of evidence debated. 

I confess I struggled to muster all that much interest myself – 
except in one way: to see how his case was treated in comparison 
with other less celebrated cases of intimate partner violence, 
which we know happen at an alarmingly frequent rate in South 
Africa. 

There was simply no comparison. Okay, so Pistorius was a 
world-famous athlete and a national hero. But it wasn’t only 
that. Two other things were present: the media and proper legal 
representation. 

I’ve been thinking about this because of Kanya Cekeshe – 
the only #FeesMustFall activist that is currently behind bars for 
the role he played in the student protests of 2016. While other 
Fallists have gone on to finish their studies – some even on to 
prestigious institutions overseas – this young man has been 
behind bars for nearly two years.

Cekeshe pleaded guilty to setting a police vehicle alight, was 
convicted of public violence and malicious injury to property, 
and was sentenced to eight years in prison, three suspended.

So much we know. But, his new lawyers argued in court, 
there were all manner of problems with the way the guilty 
plea was concluded. Based on the state’s evidence, they say, 
he should never have pleaded guilty to begin with. The CCTV 
footage from the state – at least that which we have seen - could 
never have, on its own, secured a conviction. Then, they argue, 

the magistrate did not properly ascertain – as required by the 
law – that Cekeshe was indeed intending to plead guilty to all 
the elements of the offences. 

It was also argued that it was unclear whether he did in 
fact set the car alight, or if someone else did – with conflicting 
statements from his legal representatives. Although he had 
twice said under oath that he did, the first time was in what was 
argued to be the dodgy plea. The second statement, when he 
petitioned to appeal, was obtained from Leeuwkop prison in less 
than ideal circumstances. The statement was not commissioned 
and not initialled on each page.

He was not properly represented, argued his current legal 
team, led by renowned advocate Tembeka Ngcukaitobi. Plus, 
they say, the magistrate’s conduct of the trial was deemed 
problematic. How badly represented, and how problematic, if 
any, is to be determined. As I write, the high court is still to hear 
his appeal petition.

But one thing I am fairly sure of: Cekeshe would not be 
sitting in Leeuwkop today if the same legal team and the same 
amount of public attention had been devoted to his case from 
the start. If Julius Malema and Ronald Lamola had been tweeting 
as much about his trial as they are now, he would at the very 
least be out by now – if he had even gone to prison to begin 
with.

I trust and hope that by the time this column is published, 
Cekeshe will have been released. Even if he is found to have 
been rightfully convicted, his sentence appears harsh and he has 
served an adequate chunk of it.
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But the thing I keep coming back to is how many other 
young men are in prison when they might not be, how many 
other cases that can be presented as “miscarriages of justice” are 
happening on a daily basis in our magistrates courts.

There was another case – that of Marikana activist Napoleon 
Webster, arrested for murder. He was denied bail and spent 202 
days in prison on what appeared to be the flimsiest of evidence. 
His case was reportedly remanded eight times because the 
recording device in court was not working and there was no 
stenographer. It was a travesty.

But it was not so unusual. Many years ago, as part of my 
articles of clerkship, I spent six months as a public defender – 
the free criminal defence lawyers provided by Legal Aid South 
Africa. I worked first in the Hillbrow Magistrates Court and later 
at the Johannesburg Magistrates Court. 

Back then, it was not unusual for a case to be postponed 
because there was no interpreter speaking the language of 
the accused. Or because the police needed a week (I never 
understood why it took a whole week) to verify the accused’s 
address. Or because the accused had simply not been brought to 
court from prison. And I saw many, many guilty pleas that really 
should never have been entered. 

There are so many moving parts for a trial to go ahead – each 
one is crucial for an accused’s fair trial rights so they cannot be 

ignored. If one is missing, then nothing can happen and the case 
must be postponed. Each time this happens a person – who is by 
law presumed innocent – must go back to prison and wait.

And each time they come back to court a little more changed. 
I’m not exaggerating when I say I saw the light die in young boys’ 
eyes. I saw others - terrified and naïve at the start - turn into grim 
criminals from their months in prison. Many were found not 
guilty but they were forever changed by the experience. 

I wonder how much has changed since back then. The 
numbers we see in annual reports can only give us an 
incomplete picture. But if Cekeshe’s and Webster’s cases are 
anything to go by, it is very little.

When we think of the rule of law, we often think of it in 
cases of corruption and other big, political cases. And yes, those 
are important. But the rule of law matters just as much in the 
everyday cases and can also be measured by how the law treats 
those people who are not famous, or rich or celebrated. 

I know there is no quick-fix and I am not advocating one. 
Not every accused can have a silk representing him. The media 
will never be able to be there for every case. There will always 
be those cases where the Italian translator turns up instead of 
the Portuguese one. But I know that we, in the media, could do 
better at covering our lower courts and I wonder how many 
advocates who read this magazine do pro bono criminal work. A

“The rule of law matters just 
as much in the everyday 

cases and can also be 
measured by how the law 

treats those people who 
are not famous, or rich or 

celebrated.”
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Answers to the Legal Crossword can be 
found on page 68

Number 39

Legal
Crossword

Clues Down
1. What global temperatures are doing
2. One who manipulates mass sentiment
3. What you are doing to hear in a full court
4. What you hear from your opponent
5. A significant period

Clues Across
1. Usually not taxed
2. Remove from high office
3. Maintained by trias politica
4. May decisively affect construction
5. Jewish divorce
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Answers
Legal Crossword
Number 39

Solutions Down
1. CLIMBING
2. POPULIST
3. STRAINING
4. BLAH
5. ERA

Fly
Solutions Across
1. CAPITAL
2. IMPEACH
3. BALANCE
4. SYNTAX
5. GET

on the wall …

Fly knows that rationality dictates that 
he and his fellow citizens ought to 

be more concerned about what Moody’s 
have decreed about our creditworthiness 
than about an unlikely triumph by our 
rugby team in a sporting tournament. But 
he also knows that sentiment, especially 
mass sentiment, does not work this way. 
And he cannot pretend his own sentiment 
worked this way.

History is bloated with terrible 
examples of mass sentiment. It very 
seldom has anything to do with 
rationality. In fact, the less it has to do 
with rationality, the more powerful its 
effects tend to be. It can feed off the 
smallest moments, utilise the most laconic 
seeds of poison as a catalyst for horror. It 
is when the books are put away and the 
noise becomes overwhelming that the 
scariest things tend to start happening.

But mass sentiment, like all sentiment, 
can be good as well as bad. It can smile 
as well as snarl, laugh as well as cry, love 
as well as hate. When humanity cries 
in solidarity with something ineffable 
as Notre Dame burns, when township 
shebeens and cigar lounges erupt in 
spontaneous joy as a final whistle blows 
and the strains of Shosholoza have a 

saccharine tinge of Kumbaya about them, 
we perceive those moments of desirable 
mass sentiment we see far too seldom to 
be, on some level, as real and as visceral as 
those moments of terrible mass sentiment 
we see far too often.

So where do they differ – the collective 
good sentiment and the collective bad 
sentiment? For one, the former tends 
to manifest far less often. For another, 
the latter tends to entail real effects on 
the ground that are more perceptible, 
and that may be far more enduring. 
Undesirable mass sentiment tends to 
wrap itself around, and penetrate, daily 
personal and social dynamics in a way 
desirable mass sentiment appears simply 
incapable of emulating. A toxic shibboleth 
becomes mass hate, becomes a pogrom, 
a genocide. Collective resentment plays 
itself out in the formation of political 
parties that end up winning elections, 
or factions that achieve coups, and soon 
we are killing and torturing the enemy 
tribe. Collective feel-good somehow 
floats around daily reality, for as long as it 
lasts, which is usually distressingly short, 
without actually seeming to interfere 
with it. The battle lines of daily reality are 
often redrawn or at least entrenched by 

collective hatred. They usually remain 
pretty much unaffected in the glow of 
collective feel-good.

Part of the reason for this is that 
collective feel-good celebrates some 
or other over-arching affiliation or 
association that is removed from the 
affiliations and associations that animate 
daily reality, whereas collective hatred 
tends to fuel, feed on and even drive 
affiliations and associations that animate 
daily reality. Collective feel-good binds 
us together in some unreal time-space 
dimension without threatening to bring 
us together in the very real daily time-
space reality, allowing us to “leave aside” 
that reality for as long as the sentiment 
lasts.

Of course one cannot bottle it. Nor can 
one turn it into something that upends 
daily reality. But one can try to identify its 
unifying elements and nurture these. One 
can use it as a salve and a sop to remind 
ourselves of what the opposite of ugly 
factionalism looks and feels like, and try 
to make it manifest itself more often. One 
can hope that in some way, at some level, 
it may enter daily reality and stay for a bit.

And one can enjoy it – and watch it 
again over a cold beer. A


